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nion split on abor-
tion rendum
Recently graduated DIT student Carl O'Brien has
won his second successive ESB Young Journalist of
the Year award.
about O'Brien's Middle East experiences: page 10
By Aisling Casey
PLANS to hold an internal
abortion referendum have
been rejected by DITSU
Council to the dissatisfac-
tion of some its members.
After a constitutional review
of the abortion referendum,
it was proposed at council
last month that DITSU be
legally obliged to give infor-
mation on abortion.
The proposal stated that
the Union will have a neutral
position and neutral policy
provision for providing
information on abortion.
DITSU Overall President,
Marguerite Fitzpatrick
informed Council that "With
this neutral position,
although not everyone
would be totally happy it
ensures that far more mem-
bers will be less dissatisfied
with the Union's abortion
policy."
After the motion was put
to a vote, it was carried by a
majority ruling, with the
decision not to hold an inter-
nal referendum within DIT.
Speaking at the meeting,
DITSU Cllr Hugh O'Reilly
said, "A Union is not a polit-
ical party. This is like SIPTU
mandating the government.
In my view if we have a ref-
erendum and it is carried, I
do not believe that my view
is being represented by the
Union."
He added, "If DITSU want
to find out what the feeling
is on the ground among their
students, why not throw in a
question in one of their sur-
veys the Union conducts
each year which would deal
with the abortion issue."
The internal referendum
ovember2001
was to be held in an effort to
establish a political consen-
sus among DIT students. The
call for a referendum on
abortion wa agreed to by
DITSU Council at the end of
the previous academic year.
The decision was taken after
the abortion issue was raised
by delegates at USI National
Congress last year, when
DIT could not comment on
its abortion policies without
the consensus of its students.
Continued on page 5
Editorial comment: This is your paper!
Protocol for dealing with susped
packages posted on DIY website
A full text of the protocol
is available at the website of
the Department of Health
and Children at
www.irlgov.ie.
In terms of a pos ible
evacuation in the case of any
attacks biological or er-
wise, the college ha indIvid-
ual safety statements drawn
up by the Senior
Management in each faculty.
Also as a government
funded body, DIT would fol-
low any recommended pro-
cedures outlined by the gov-
ernment in relation to issues
of national safety and protec-
tion.
anything was received in
the way of feedback there-
after.
Thirdly, if those officers
who are so concerned by
the situation want to air
their grievances, then any
letters to the editor will be
published forthwith. All
contributions to the DIT
Independent are welcome.
This paper is for all the
students of DIT and it is
our collective responsibility
to make this publication as
representative and
informed as possible.
in the list of suspect charac-
teristics.
Exces 'ive security materi-
al such as masking tape,
string, etc, visual distrac-
tions, a ticking sound, a par-
cel or envelope marked with
re trictive endorsement,
uch as "Personal" or
"Confidential" or that hows
a city or state in the postmark
that does not match the
return address.
If such a package or letter
i di covered by staff or stu-
dents, the college recom-
mend that the package i not
opened and the Gardai are
immediately called on 999 or
112.
I for one am happy to
learn of such a develop-
ment. As this paper is based
in Aungier Street, it is
Inevitable that tbere is
going to be more coverage
of that site above tbe otber
DIT's.
It is the nature of any
newspaper t '1t it features
several storie" ll'1atlng to
the area it hid it oper-
ates.
Secon.·), '"'~ "e goi..~
around to all the sites with
poster outlining contact
details and the like, Uttle or
y Aoife Stokes
THE wake of worldwide
ears of bio-terrorist attacks,
IT has posted guidelines
for deal~ng ~ith suspect
packages Oil the colleges
website at www.dit.ie/newsl
r20011 ecurity
The protocol includes a
number of characteristics
that could identify a SUSpI-
cious package.
These are features of pack-
age or letters uch as exces-
sive postage. handwritten or
rly typed addresses, pro-
truding wires or aluminium
foil and oily stains or di -
colouration amongst others
It has been suggested that
the DIT Independent
should be renamed the
'Aungier Street
Independent' in the light of
our first issue and hearing
id around the sites bas
ome tiresome.
everal pbone calls bave
n made to DITSU's
'0 office by several of
site sabbaticals in rela-
to this and tbe wbole
o improving com-
un-ications is set to be
I ussed by DITSU
CouncD.
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News
THE Department of
Geomatics in Dublin Institute
of Technology and Skerries
Community College has com-
menced a joint venture
aimed at bringing an existing
amenity map of Skerries in
North County Dublin up to
date.
By using DIT equipment
and facilities. and working
closely with staff of the
Department of Geomatics.
transition year students from
Skerries will develop and use
the basic cartographic skills
necessary for modern map
revision. The project proved
necessary as three major
developments have impacted
on the currency of the initial
map developed in 1997,
namely the development of
Skerries Rock. Kelly's Bay resi-
dential areas, and Skerries
Town Centre Park.
OtT is delighted to get
involved in this project and is
particularly pleased that the
original map of Skerries,
published four years ago
with the support of DIT
research and development
funding. will be brought up
to date. Skerries Community
College is particularly pleased
that its student will work on
a 'real world' practical pro-
duction project. that they
will gain an appreciation of
cartography and that they
will be introduced to a third
level institute at an early
stage of their education.
recently reported by the
ESRI, in terms of the
widening relative income
gaps.
The project carried out by
Nomn Hayes and Margaret
Keman of the CSER also
found that boys in designat-
ed disadvantaged schools
scored lowest on cognitive,
language, and academic
development.
However, they did score
slightly higher on social and
emotional development.
The project was designed
to assess the need for, and
the utilisation of, early
childhood care and educa-
tion, along with the quality
of childhood experiences in
these settings.
The project focuses on the
development status and the
school experiences of a
nationwide-wide sample Of
children, who have been
tracked by the research team
since they were 4 years old.
the reciting of "several nove-
nas" by Carl's mother back
home in Cork. While in col-
lege, O'Brien established
himself as a journalist to
watch with a series of expos-
es in the Dublin 8 area when
reporting for the in-house
student production, The
Liberty.
An affable and incredibly
dedicated journalist, Carl
O'Brien's star looks set to
continue its rise in Irish jour-
nalism.
• Read about 0'Brien's
Middle East experiences in
our features section.
u3angetme@hotmaiI.com
or by post to Constitutional
Review Committee, DITSU,
DIT Rathmines Road,
Dublin 6.
Any submissions will be
treated equally and with full
confidentiality.
I do hope that some of
you will take a little time
and let us know your feel-
ings relating to this issue.
larlath Molloy is the
Chairperson of the DITSU
COllstitlltiollal Review
Committee.
whereas for families of chil-
dren attending non-designat-
ed disadvantaged schools, it
was 32 per cent.
The study's findings
directly support those
"is a good foundation for
anyone who wants to get into
journalism." But sitting in a
lecture theatre and taking
notes is not the only aid to
securing a career in the
media, he added.
"On top of that you need
an interest, enthusiasm and
passion in what you're writ-
ing about to develop it from
there," he added.
O'Brien was recently
based in Islamabad,
Pakistan, where he reported
on the growing tensions in
the region following the
attacks on the United States
on September 11, a period
abroad that was marked by
process involves, obviously,
the views, opinion and feed-
back of the student body of
DIT. Hopefully your ideas
will help us change the
structure of the Students'
Union to better reflect the
needs of its clients.
So here it is again, plain
and simple: What do you
really want from your
Students' Union? Any ideas,
thoughts or suggestions can
be sent (anonymously if
wished) by fax to DITSU
Headquarters at 01 4969745
email topresident@ditsu.ie.
or to me directly at
MINISTER for Children, Mary Hanafin, T.O. recently
launched the National Report of the lEA
Preprimary Project, entitled Seven Years Old:
School Experience in Ireland, in OIT Rathmines.
The percentage increase
in income of families of
children attending disadvan-
taged schools, between
Phase 2 and Phase 3 of the
project was 9 per cent,
Sinnott case, which exposed
the State's denial of the right
of education for handi-
capped children. This story,
along with another report,
which showed how a drug
which claimed to guarantee
a healthy pregnancy dam-
aged hundreds of Irish
women, secured O'Brien the
award for the second succes-
sive year.
"There are some inspiring
people in DIT who helped
me along the way," said
O'Brien, "people like
Eoghan Corry, David Rice
and Michael Foley."
Carl said that the journal-
ism course in Aungier Street
vided an encompassing ded-
icated service through its
hard working staff and many
officers, DITSU has at times
lacked clarity and coher-
ence.
During the last academic
year the democratically
elected Student Class
Representatives chose at
DITSU Council, to under-
take a full constitutional and
strategic review of the
Dublin Institute of
Technology St nts'
Union.
Part of this concise
MINISTER for Children,
Mary Hanafin, T.D. recently
launched the National
Report of the lEA
Preprimary Project, entitled
Seven Years Old: School
Experience in Ireland, in
DIT Rathmines.
It is part of an internation-
al longitudinal study, which
DIT, through the Centre for
Social and Educational
Research (CSER) has been
part of since 1995.
The Minister commented
on how vital this report
would be in assisting in the
development of child-relat-
ed policies and pro-
grammes.
The project has received
considerable interest based
on a number of important
findings.
For example, the study
found average family
income was significantly
lower in families of children
attending designated disad-
vantaged schools (£12,000),
than those attending non-
designated disadvantaged
schools (£21,500).
By Dermot Keyes
RECENTLY graduated DIT
student Carl O'Brien has
won his second successive
ESB Young Journalist of the
Year award. O'Brien, who
reports for The Irish
Examiner, is a graduate from
the journalism degree at the
Rathmines School of
Journalism at DIT Aungier
Street and has been working
for the Cork based newspa-
per for over two years.
During that time, O'Brien
has established himself as
the country's top young
reporter and has written sev-
eral exposes, most notably
his covering of the Jamie
DITSU Constitutional Reform:
What do you really want?
November 2001
Graduate wins cond
journalism award
DIT report vital to
Government child p I·cies
By Jarlath Molloy
AS Brendan Goldsmith likes
to remind us, "DIT is the
largest higher educational
institute in the State." If one
likes to believe propaganda
from a political appointee.
does this mean that size mat-
ters and biggest means best?
That may be undoubtedly
true of true of the DIT, but
unfortunately the same does
not apply to the DIT
Students' Union.
Although since the incep-
tion of the DIT Act of 1992,
the Students' Union has pro-
The Overall
View
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Hello and welcome to anoth-
er addition of the DIT
Independent. By now you're
probably all well settled in
to the college year and have
the assignments piled high
on front of you, best of luck!
We're here to take your
mind off of all that for a
while and let you know
about all the wonderful
extra ciricular activities that
have been going on since
our last edition.
Firstly I would like to thank
and congratulate all our stu-
dents and staff who partici-
pated in the 10k Freshers
Walk. The walk was a huge
success and a great occasion
by all accounts with excellent
participation from the DIT;
lets keep that sponsorship
money rolling in! A special
mention must go to the two
'Joy Joe's' from DIT; Joe
McGrath, a lecturer in
Mountjoy Square and Joe
Walsh the Mountjoy Square
Students Union President,
who both put a tremendous
amount of time and effort
into making the day the suc-
cess that it was. Thank you
gentlemen, you did us
proud!
Another excellent event
that was held recently and
cannot go unmentioned is
the DIT Clubs and Societies
Training held in Carlingford
Lough, Co. Louth. All had a
wonderful and worthwhile 2
days and we hope that those
of you who attended will
put what you learned into
practise. Great craic was had
by all and more importantly
a lot was learned over the 2
days of training with rele-
vant modules presented by
experienced professionals. As
always a special word of
thanks has to go to the per-
son who made it all happen
Anita Conway the DIT
Societies Organiser who
made the Students Unions
job a lot easier due to her
invaluable guidance and
organisation.
As ever the various train-
ing events are ongoing at
this time of year, and our
Class Rep training is coming
up over the next week or so.
This year the Students Union
is holding the training on a
site by site basis so watch
out for further info in your
local DIT site. This years new,
fun and innovative approach
is aimed at building up a
strong core group of class
reps on each site and
encouraging reps to get
more involved with their
local union and indeed with
the other reps in their partic-
ular college. We would
strongly encourage all DIT
Class Reps to attend the
training provided, as the
position of Class Rep is key
to both students and the
Students Union alike; and
besides that, we think you'll
enjoy it!
That's all from me for the
moment. Remember if you
have any news or articles of
interest please send them
into this newspaper through
your Students Union; it's
your paper afterall!
Until next month, keep up
the hard work, Mise le meas,
Marguerite
Students
awarded
bursary
By Aisling Casey
THE Irish Road Haulage
Association (IRHA) has awarded
two OIT students a bursary fund
to provide them with financial
backing while they complete
their third level education.
The bursary which is jointly
awarded by the IRHA and Haz
Chem Training Limited is award-
ed to degree level students in
the areas of Transport and
Engineering and Transport and
Logistics.
The recipients were Roisin
O'Neil studying at Bolton Street
and Orla O'Leary, Aungier
Street, who have both complet-
ed their first year at college.
Roisln from carlow, partici-
pates in her familys business
O'Neil Haulage and regularly
contributes to the IRHA'S
Knights of the Road newsletter.
Orla's family also owns a
haulage business in cahir, Co
Tipperary. Orla explains her rea-
sons for choosing transport as a
line of study: "I believe that the
Irish haulage industry's contri-
bution to the economy is under-
valued and I hope to change
that perception in the future".
The aIm of the IRHA is to
enable graduates to examine
the role of the transport and
haulage industry in Ireland and
ultimately provide feedback at
influential levels to consistently
build and improve upon exist-
ing industry standards In
Ireland.
Commenting on the awards
Sean Daly, President Of me IRKA
said, "This is a move towards
what the IRHA see as the future
of the industry in Ireland. It is
young educated people who
will serve to build this industry
and bring about the innovative
and necessary changes needed
to ensure an efficient and
streamlined transport system in
this country now and in the
future. "
Representing Haz Chem
Training Limited, Seamus Clear
said that he believed strongly
that contributing at third level
is the way forward for the
industry. "I am delighted Haz
Chem can contribute to the
development of education in
the transport industry at this
level", he said. He added that,
"This is a significant develop-
ment for the future of the
transport and haulage industry
here".
News
Brugha Street and Kevin Street and
commercial manager David Pfeiffer
believes that tea and coffee service
would improve profit margins.
"Once we have thi in place in
Aungier Street, we will establish
parity across the DIT's at a later
date," said Alvey. "We already have
these services in both Bolton Street
and Mountjoy Square and they have
been very successful, so we have no
reason to believe that this will not be
any different in Aungier Street."
Ross O'Daly informed Council
that DIT is in the third year of its
seven-year waiting phase of consid-
eration by the International Review
Committee, which is the ultimate
decision maker in relation to the
granting of a higher status to the
Institute.
Elections to be held on same
date
Both the Overall DITSU and Part-
time officer elections are to be held
on the same date towards the end of
the academic year following a
debate held by DITSU councillors.
Jarlath Molloy urged councillors
to vote in favour of the amendment
to the constitution as "the last two
elections cost £10,000 between them
and to hold them both on the same
day would be a practical step for-
ward."
Bolton Street President Neal
Cromien supported Molloy's posi-
tion, stating, "this couldn't be need-
ed more. It is extremely necessary.
There has also been a drop in the
numbers running for elections in the
past few years. If we had the part-
time officers in place at the start of
the year, then full-time sabbatical
officers would be assisted right at
the start of the year, right from the
off. Is it discriminatory against first
year students? I don't think it is
because they would still have the
opportunity to run at the end of their
first year. If you want to get
involved in the workings of the
union, there is always something to
do."
Molloy added that the holding of
both elections at the same time
would save £3,000 in costs. Despite
some concerns expressed by Coun-
cillors that the move would prove
discriminatory to incoming students,
the motion was carried.
und Up
DIY student wins pre-
mier award
Councillors voted in favour of
Kevin Street President Des
Alvey's proposal for the provi-
sion of tea and coffee facilities
for students
positive reply as part of the
Institute's strive towards university
status.
Common room facilities secured
for Rathmines
DIT Rathmines has been the sub-
ject of a campaign spearheaded by
Overall President Marguerite
Fitzpatrick.
"We've been doing our best to
secure better facilities in Rathmines,
which seems to have been a largely
forgotten part of DIT in the past few
years," she said.
"At the moment there is no com-
mon room in the college and we
have been trying to secure an alter-
native room near the canteen for use
as the common room and that is now
being currently addressed."
Concerns were also raised by
Mountjoy Square President Jo eph
Walsh in relation to the condition of
the Portland Row building for the
Institute' art students.
SU shops to provide hot drinks
facility
Councillors voted in favour of
Kevin Street President Des Alvey's
proposal for the provision of tea and
coffee facilities to be initially pro-
vided for students at the Aungier
Street site and for all other DIT sites
at a later date.
DITSU Trading believes that prof-
its are not being maximised by the
SU shops in Aungier Street, Cathal
Cou
Jarlath Molloy urged councillors
to vote in favour of the amend-
ment to the constitution as the
last two elections cost £10,000
that any series of proposed changes
to the constitution would have to be
decided by referendum.
Grangegorman Campus: Report
with Taoiseach's office
The report prepared by the
Governing Body of DIT for submis-
sion to the Department of the
Taoiseach in relation to the proposed
northside campus in Grangegorman
is currently being studied by
Government officials, Council was
informed.
A working committee which was
established by DIT, which discussed
the details of the submission, has
"tried to come up with a situation
which pleases everyone," according
to Marguerite Fitzpatrick.
Consultants were appointed by
DIT to compile a consultancy report
for consideration by the Department
of the Taoiseach, which has to reply
to the Institute within the next three
months.
Phase one of the proposed campus
has been provisionally given a 2007
launch date by the Governing Body.
Council's independent chairman and
former Overall
President Ross O'Daly said that
this would entail the use of playing
pitches on the 14 acre site.
Fitzpatrick added that since the
site is located in the Taoiseach's own
constituency, she believed that the
submitted report would receive a
DITS
Caterers deem salads
unprofitable
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Compiled by Dermot Keyes
DITSU annual finances healthy
DITSU Overall President
Marguerite Fitzpatrick was happy
with the state of the Union's finances
when she discussed the annual
accounts at the first Council meeting
of the new year at the Kevin Street
campus.
Fitzpatrick informed councillors
that DITSU received £608,000 from
student capitation last year, an
increase of £33,000 on the figure for
the previous year.
Union overheads currently stand
at £314,145, some £18,000 higher
than the prior academic year.
The Union's operating profit for
the year was £69,983, which was
almost £8,000 up on the 2000 total.
The net expenses of this newspa-
per stand at £17,603, which was cost
DITSU over £2,000 more during the
previous year.
Events and rag week cost the
Union £45,270, which was three
times higher than the total costs in
this area during 199912000.
Elections and referenda costs
totalled £9,981. Council decided by
vote that a copy of the accounts is to
be distributed to all councillors for
their examination.
New website set for November
8 launch
By the time our paper goes to
press, the revamped DITSU website
will be online at www.ditsu.ie. A
launch is to be held at a later date,
Marguerite Fitzpatrick told council-
lors.
All DIT clubs and societies will be
given the opportunity to build their
own pages in association with the
new site, which will provide a much
required central interactive service
for both the Union and those it
serves.
Constitutional Review - Molloy
congratulated for work
JarIath Molloy, who has been
busily working on the review of the
DITSU constitution for the past
number of month , told councillors
that he was "still taking submis-
sions" from students wishing to alter
the existing document.
Marguerite Fitzpatrick acknowl-
edged the "excellent work" that
Jarlath has put in over the summer
and preceding months and added
By Clare Stronge
Students in DIT Mountjoy
Square have found cut-
backs in their canteen a
problem for a healthy
lunch.
The salad bar has been
removed from Mountjoy
Square after it was decided
by caterers to be unprof-
itable.
The catering company
CampbeU's (who also oper-
ate in DIT Bolton Street)
said they had to axe the
salad bar as there were
problems in controlling the
size of portions and due to
inadequate refrigeration,
the company were throwing
away -huge quantities of
salad at the end of each day.
However Mountjoy
Square students are now
the only DIT students with
no salad option on their
canteen menu,
Students in the college
are concerned for their
health: "It's really not fair,
there's nowhere locally to
get a fresh salad if you don't
want stodgy food, the other
DIT's don't have this prob-
lem", one third year mar-
keting student commented.
A spokesperson for DIT
said that it had no direct
control over the content of
any of its canteens as the
contract is leased to the
caterers. However the
catering company does
have a policy of meeting
consumer health needs; for
example there is always a
vegetarian option and fresh
fruit is available daily.
On the other hand, the
company felt it was suffi-
cient to replace the salad
bar with ready-made salad
sandwiches from
Freshways.
An employee of the com-
pany however, did suggest
to the DIT Independent
that a 'Pay and Weigh' sys-
tem where portions would
be regulated could have
saved the bar.
DIT student, Donna
O'Malley has won the
Inaugural Premier DIT
Student Award.
Donna. a native of
Westport, was presented with
the award at a ceremony held
in DIT Bolton Street on the
24th October. She achieved
first place with first class
honours and a distinction in
her graduating quantity sur-
veying class of 200 I.
DIT President, Dr Brendan
Goldsmith cornmended
Donna for her achievements
and wished her every success
in her endeavours in the
future.
The award was presented
to Donna by Mulcahy
McDonagh & Partners Ltd as
part of their 50th jubilee year
celebrations. The prize, val-
ued at £1,500 is given each
year to the best overall stu-
dent graduating form. DIT's
Construction Economics &
Management Degree course.
Mulcahy & McDonagh &
Partner Ltd who are one of
Ireland'~ leading chartered
quantity surveyors, presented
the new award to celebrate
DlT Bolton Street's vital
involvement to the surveying
profession and construction
industry.
The award, which was
inaugurated in March, moti-
vates students stUdying in the
field and helps them to devel-
op a communication platform
with the industry.
DlT President Dr. Brendan
Gold rnith said; "I would like
to begin by taking this oppor-
tunity to gratefully acknowl-
edge and thank Mulcahy
McDonagh &
Partners for establishing
this annual award, which
gives the students an added
incentive to excel in their
studies."
He added, "It also has the
advantage of developing long
lasting mutually beneficial
relationships between the
DlT and the practitioners In
the field."
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Union
split on
referendum
Shakira Nelis, with the
Irish Design Award which
she and her colleagues
Rory Coveney and
Melanie McDonagh won
from page 1
Commenting on the possibili-
ty of a referendum, Marguerite
Fitzpatrick said, "I wasn't at
the last USI Congress but I was
concerned that enough
thought had not gone into the
decision to hold a referendum.
After I came into office, I
talked to the executive about
the issue and decided to go
and do a bit of research into it
by contacting USI and other
colleges. "
She added, "The students
back then wanted DIT to take
a pro or anti stance on the
issue. However, in my view an
opinion poll would not do any
good. It is hard to represent
everybody's views. As far as I
am concerned an opinion poll
is not the way to go."
However, not all members of
DITSU Council were happy with
taking a neutral stance on the
issue. In reaction to this,
Marguerite told The DIT
Indpendent that "Abortion is a
very sensitive issue and needs
to be considered carefully. It is
pointless having an abortion
referendum and a waste of
money doing an opinion poll. I
know at council people com-
mented that we were sitting
on the fence again but with a
referendum we will never be
able to represent everybody.•
·We could find out every-
body's feetings on different
abortion policies but in terms
of money, would it make a dif-
ference·, she added.
Yet, orrsu President, Botton
St, Neal Cromien believes that
a referendum is the on!y way
to find out exactly what DrT
students want. He said, "lfeet
that In order to find out what
our stUdents want, we need to
have a referendum.· Speaking
on the Issue of a referendum
turning into an opinion poll,
Neal said, "I wasn't elected by
100 per cent of the electorate
but I represent 100 per cent of
them."
Aungier St President, Karl
Bonnar agrees that DITSU
should hold a referendum.
"There should be a referen-
dum. We are to here to repre-
sent our students", he said. He
also said that if a referendum
did take place, the results
would not be portrayed as a
majority ruling, but that the
exact results would be high-
lighted.
widespread praise and was
chosen as an exhibit in the
"Black Wind, White Land"
exhibition held at the United
Nations headquarters in New
York last April to commem-
orate the 15th anniversary of
the accident.
The DIT School of Media
Studies along with the
Faculty of Arts congratulat-
ed Shakira, Rory and
Melanie on the development
of such an outstanding MA
project and extended a par-
ticular word of congratula-
tions to Shakira for winning
such a prestigious award.
"A lot of times politicians ignore stu-
dent issues because they believe not
enough of them vote - we're going to
make sure they can't ignore it next
time," says USI President Richard
Hammond
still have to travel to use it.
Major concerns about Internet voting are
privacy, voter authentication and ballot
integrity. The possibility of viruses is a very
real one, and could render the submission of
electronically altered ballots impossible.
Fear of the site going down on voting day
and voters losing their PIN numbers. are
some of the other concerns. Advocates
argue that if billions of pounds can be trad-
ed safely every year over the Internet to buy
shares, it would be possible to maintain the
secrecy of the ballot box and the security of
the votes.
The concept of online voting for students
has already been explored in some German
universities for internal elections.
Election.com, organised the world's first
national online election - a voluntary and
unofficial election by US students a week
before the presidential Election Day on
November 7th last.
The aim of the project was to encourage
students to become future voters and inspire
their parents to vote on Election Day.
- Campus.ie
designer and winner in the
Multimedia: CD-Rom
Category, the concept for
Sviatlana came from Rory
Coveney's work with the
Chernoby1 Children's
Project.
Referring to the portrayal
of the life of Sviatlana, a
Belarusian woman and the
difficulties that her family
faced in struggling to live
with the devastating conse-
quences of the accident, jury
co-chairman Andrew Bailey
described it as "truly an out-
standing piece of design
work."
The CD-Rom has received
USI seeks e-vote
for students
By Dermot Keyes
A CD-Rom incepted by DIT
students, portraying one
family's fight for survival in
the aftermath of the 1986
Chernobyl nuclear disaster,
has won the top prize at this
year's Institute of Designers
in Ireland Design Awards.
The CD-Rom entitled
'Sviatlana' was produced in
part fulfilment of Shakira
Nelis, Rory Coveney and
Melanie McDonagh's MA in
Interactive Media.
According to Nelis, the pro-
ject designer and recipient of
the Glen Dimplex Grand
Prix prize for overall best
DIT students scoop
design award
THE National Student Voter Registration
Week was recently launched in colleges to
maximise the student vote at the next gen-
eral election.
The fundamental goal of the campaign is
the promotion of democracy, according to
USI President Richard Hammond. "By
ensuring that students are registered and by
encouraging all students to vote, we hope to
deliver the biggest turnout of the 18-25 vote
ever," he said. "Successive governments
have totally failed Ireland's students and a
General Election is the best time for stu-
dents to have their issues addressed."
The USI believes a large turnout will
have a significant impact.
To highlight the large amount of student
voters, Hammond hopes to organise a
pledge campaign where students sign a card
to individual politicians promising to cast
their vote on what that politician's stance is
on educational issues.
These include student financial support,
student purpose accommodation, medical
cards and student parent allowances.
"A lot of times politicians ignore student
issues because they believe not enough of
them vote - we're going to make sure they
can't ignore it next time," he said.
Recent research indicates that 14 per cent
of people aged 18-25 are currently not reg-
istered to vote. USI's aim is to have 100 per
cent of students registered for the upcoming
election.
The first phase of the campaign involves
stands in college campuses throughout the
country. The next phase will involve edu-
cating students about what the political par-
ties stand for. Information leaflets and
posters on campus are being considered.
Issues such as on campus ballot boxes,
Sunday voting and Internet voting feature
among the ways Mr Harnmond believes
student participation can be increased.
The USI have sent submissions to the
Department of the Environment concerning
Internet voting, which is a long-term goal.
In February 2000, the Government
agreed to introduce e-voting in Ireland and
redraft legislation to facilitate it.
The Department of the Environment is
currently examining the possibility of using
electronic voting and counting equipment.
If it is found to work, a new system may be
used in the local government elections in
2004. But even if technology voters will
I
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DITSU's decision to red light a proposed internal abortion
referendum was a correct and logical decision. With the
State Referendum on this most divisive issue just months
away, concerned students will have the opportunity to make
their opinions known to the rest of the Irish electorate.
DITSU Council's first meeting of the year reversed a recom-
mendation made by the last sitting Council to hold a cross-
site vote on the issue were abortion to feature as a core
debate at the next US) Congress. Now that Bertie Ahern has
taken that problem out of the Union's hands, the positiorl
of DITSU could be rendered null and void by the latest pro-
posed amendment to Bunreacht na hEireann. But that is not
to say that abortion as a problematic social issue should not
be discussed among either the Union or those it represents.
Now more than ever, young people should ensure that our
voices are heard and that we embrace our democratic rights
of free speech and suffrage, the cornerstones of liberty.
The spirit of student protest is not what it once was. The
French summer of 1968 demonstrated the influence that stu-
dents have the potential to wield, to topple even the high-
est of office holders with. In a world which today is gripped
by a fear it has not known for forty years, the Irish student
populous remains largely unperturbed. The summer gather-
ings at the Gothenburg and Genoa summits demonstrated
that the international student community can make its voice
heard and affect change. The Peace marches in Northern
Ireland, also held in that momentous year of 1968 appear to
have finally ingrained themselves on the body politic in the
region. The pursuit of human rights and the establishment
of a society built on equality and justice for all, that young
graduates such as John Hume first sought thirty-three years
ago is tangible, albeit with much work yet to be done.
As a 135,000 strong group in Irish society, the student mass
can also herald change if it is rallied and co-ordinated into
doing so. That is why the USI has such a massive role to play
in the countdown to the General Election.
Now that US) has finally made a political ally in Fine Gael
in relation to key issues such as the maintenance grant,
President Richard Hammond must do all he can to mobilise
the student population to use their vote and make our col-
lective voice heard. It is ludicrous to suggest that someone
living away from home can survive on the grant alone. It is
ludicrous that DIT still boasts such massive drop-out rates,
higher in some regards than any other third-level-body in
the country. It is even more ludicrous but inevitable that a
majority of students will not vote because many are in the
socio-economic safety net and are content to leave their not
so fortunate colleagues without a stronger voice.
It will be interesting to see if Fine Gael retains its pledges
if it is chosen to lead the next government. Will Michael
Noonan be any better to the Irish student than the current
Taoiseach? Will he uphold his post-leadership election
promise to visit each third level body in the country? Or will
he listen with just one ear open? What is clear is that in all
elections held in this country to this point, students have
remained a voting group that none of the major political
parties have tapped into. Sinn Fein has a well run Cumann in
DIT Kevin Street and appears to be reflecting the moves that
party has made into securing the young vote. But where are
the other party presences to be found in DIT? There does
not appear to be a huge mobilisation on the ground cur-
rently but one would not be all that surprised if a few party
moles surfaced around the sites, as they tend to do on the
streets every four years.
What is clear is that students can have a massive say in the
formation of the next government, a time in which man¥ of
us will graduate into the workplace and become .tax-paYlng
citizens. That is why voting in both the forthcoming abor-
tion referendum and the general election are musts for the
discerning Irish student. We must stand up and be heard.
Students must stand up
and be heard
It is the policy of the DIT Independent to correct any
inaccuracies as soon as they occur. An corrections or clari-
fications will be printed in the next edition of the news-
paper.lt is also the policy of the Dit Independent to offer
the right of reply to any person who feels aggrieved by
comment or opinion contained within. Please forward
any such comments in writing to the Editor. The views
expressed do not necessarily reflect the policies of the
Students' Union.
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thing that she is not happy
with also highlighting inad-
equacie in relation to fire
exits and stair .
She feels that there are a
lot of problems to be
resolved that the "staff have
put up with it for years for
fear of jeopardising staff
and students".
One factor that may have
bought this issue to the fore
is that Portland Rows local
building manager, Mr Paul
McDunphy, moved to
Cathal Brugha Street in
September leaving this posi-
tion vacant in Portland Row.
The position is only now
being interviewed for.
The improvement notice
issued by the HSA to the
buildings office of DIT runs
out on December 16th.
is addressing the situation
with urgency".
Another major problem
facing the students is the
notable absence of canteen
facilities.
Over a hundred full time
student go to Portland Row
but their canteen is a small
bare room with four tables
and only ten chairs.
Up until last year
Campbell's Catering sup-
plied fresh sandwiches and
pastries to the. college but
Mr Marnane said the situa-
tion had proved uneconomi-
cal for the college.
Instead management have
installed a confectionery
dispenser and drinks
machine.
M Groeber described this
lack of facilities as some-
Portland Row, which is
used by Fine Arts stu-
dents, was closed for
three weeks in
September after toilets
on the first floor of the
building were found to
be leaking through to the
rooms below.
that previous problems with
leaking sewage had been
patched up but there was no
guarantee that it wouldnt
happen again.
She al 0 described waste
pipes and manholes in the
building which are exuding
a bad smell.
Mr Marnane said that
officials from Enterprise
Ireland had checked out any
sewage problems and that it
was now absolutely safe.
Describing the area in
which the Portland Row
building is situated as "less
than desirable",
Mr Marnane said that
given the nature of the work
they do, Fine Arts students
need large open spaces to
harness their creativity
which is why the building
was originally selected by
DIT some eight years ago.
However Ms Groeber
expres ed concern that a
health and safety report had
never been issued on the
building.
"Were awaiting action
from DIT but we haven't
seen anything yet", she said.
Students at Portland Row
feel badly effected by the
three-week closure of the
college last September
.. .'
expenencmg partIcular
pressure in completing their
project for their Christmas
assessments.
Head of the school of Art
and De ign and Printing
John O'Connor said "th~
report is a cause for' grave
concern and I am hopeful
that the ~uildings office in
consultatIOn with the school
was clo ed for three weeks
in September after toilets on
the first floor of the building
were found to be leaking
through to the rooms below.
Speaking to the DIT
Independent, Anita
Groeber, Course Co-ordina-
tor and health and safety
repre entative of Portland
Row, said that staff and stu-
dents had been in tructed by
their perspective unions not
to enter the building once
thi leakage had been dis-
covered.
DIT Co-ordination and
Services Officer, Michael
Marnane, said that whilst
there wa a problem with
water seeping into the sec-
tion of the, building which
DIT leased, this wa a prob-
lem with one of the other
tenants and that the matter
had been resol ved by the
landlord. "Weve made good
any damage done", he said.
Ms Groeber said that as
health and safety represen-
tative in the building, she
was not satisfied that the sit-
uation was adequate saying
The college was served
with an improvement notice
by the HSA after the author-
ity noted a lack of a safety
plan and a lack of mainte-
nance in the Portland Row
building.
The building, which is
used by Fine Arts students,
WhyQ?
Bus
www.buseireann.ie
Buy your tickets
in advance from
your student union
shops
By Debbie Flood
and Aoife Stokes
DIT is carrying out a full
report into the condition of
the colleges Fine Art build-
ing in Portland Row follow-
ing an inspection of the
campus by the Health and
Safety Authority (HSA).
The college was served with an improvement notice by
the HSA after the authority noted a lack of a safety
plan and a lack of maintenance
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Marked improvement for
Clubs and Socs train
As part of the excellent facilities available in the holi-
day village. the complex bar was handed over to the
group for the evening
From left: Paul HAmilton. Alana Moore and Eoin Kearney at Clubs and Socs training
Everyone agreed that the
weekend's success was, at
least in part, thanks to the
'very professional' and gener-
ally 'excellent' facilitators.
their heads in their hands
while groaning painfully the
following morning. Not to
worry, a good night was had
by all!
Saturday morning, and
after a substantial 'Tain' fry-
up most of us were feeling
vaguely human again and
willing to have a stab at the
adventure activities staff had
laid on for us.
Those who seemed to be
immune to hangovers braved
the cold lake waters and went
kayaking or banana boating,
others who could still have
been described as 'suffering'
stuck with the dryer options
of archery or hillwalking.
Another feed at one
o'clock, and an afternoon of
sessions followed to wrap up
what could only be described
as a hugely successful and
enjoyable weekend.
This feeling was echoed in
particular by the organisers of
the weekend.
Marguerite Fitzpatrick,
overall DITSU president
described the stay as; "a big
improvement on last year. In
general there was far more
participation, people con-
tributed more to the week-
end."
facilities available in the hol-
iday village, the complex bar
was handed over to the group
for the evening - and by god
did we make good use of it!!
Everybody was given a
few drink vouchers to get us
warmed up for the evening
and ready to participate in the
party games hosted by the
Student's Union sabbatical .
For anyone who was sober
enough to sit and watch oth-
ers making happy fools of
themselves during these
games, the evening proved to
be very entertaining!
But those who were feeling
'relaxed' enough to take part
were almost all seen crawling
around the grounds holding
Following an entertaining
hour on Public Speaking,
John McKenna, Cathal
Brugha St site president, and
Joe Walsh, Mountjoy Sq site
president spoke to us about
the Chernobyl Childrens
Fund, and their own time in
Belarus.
Both spoke movingly
about the children they had
met and the horrifIc condi-
tions they had experienced
during their visit to the site of
the 1986 nuclear disaste!.
For me, this hour was the
least entertaining of the
weekend, but probably the
most valuable and memo-
rable.
As part of the excellent
and before we knew it, it wa
dinnertime.
After dinner we settled
ourselves back into the con-
ference room for another
hour or so of group sessions.
While we sat back and
digested our food, a group of
a dozen or so brave volun-
teers who fancied themselves
as public speakers took to the
floor. Each person was asked
to spend a couple ofminutes
giving an ad-lib speech to the
audience.
Topics ranged from the
'devastation of drugs', deliv-
ered by funnyman and DIT
Bolton St site president Neal
Cromien, to 'Shakespeare'
and 'Holiday Camps'.
far more organi ed this time
around. A quick glance at our
weekend timetables con-
fIrmed this, and from that
point on, events ran with
incredible fluidity.
The afternoon plan was
packed solid with different
modules on Public Speaking,
Negotiation, and Promotion
among other things. At first
it seemed as though this was
going to be no different to a
normal college day, but then
we were introduced to Colin
McGivern, facilitator for
Friday's sessions.
Having listened to Colin
for only a few minutes, it
began to dawn on me that the
afternoon, the whole week-
end in fact, might just turn
out to be interesting, even
enjoyable.
Colin was professional,
confIdent, and, most impor-
tantly, funny. Under his guid-
ance the afternoon flew by
By Aedin DonnelIy
ON THE morning of the 2nd
of November, some one hun-
dred students and union sab-
baticals set off for DIT's
annual Clubs and Societies
training weekend.
'The Tain Village' set on
the lakefront, and located
outside the Co. Louth village
of Carlingford, was our desti-
nation. In the past, training
weekends have taken place in
towns as far afield as
Westport, Co. Mayo. The
decision to travel to
Carlingford loch this year,
was the fIrst of many reforms
we were to experience over
the course of the weekend.
On arrival, everyone was
fed and watered, assigned to
bedrooms and given training
packs for the weekend. As
we were all u hered into the
conference room after our
brief break, it became clear
that things were going to be
DIT must end University 'Obsession'
By Aisling Casey
DIT should stop its obsession
with becoming another uni-
versity and concentrate
instead on developing its own
strengths, according to for-
mer a former pre ident of the
Dublin City University
(DCU) Dr Danny O'Hare.
Speaking about the issue,
Dr OHare said many people
in institutes of technology
were obsessed with getting
university status.
He said, "There i no rea-
son why, given the right con-
ditions, universities and insti-
tutes of technology should
not be recognised equally as
centres of excellence".
He added that IT's and uni-
versities should not be com-
peting with each other but
rather offering distinguished
services in their own distinc-
tive fields.
However, President ofDIT.
Dr Brendan Goldsmith, refers
to this as precisely the same
argument Dr O'Hare used
when seeking university des-
ignation for the then National
Institute of Higher Education
in Dublin (NIHE).
He added, "It i also inter-
esting to note that NIHE
raised only very minor
amounts of money from pri-
vate donations whereas DCU
has been the recipient of gen-
erous benefaction. Further
evidence, if any is needed, of
the importance in an Irish
context of the name univer i-
ty."
In 1998, DIT applied for
university . tatu but was
rejected by the Higher
Education Authority.
However, the executive was
told that DIT could be estab-
lished as a university if and
when a range of conditions
were met.
The~e include improve-
ments in physical facilities,
an improved research capaci-
ty, an increase in the propor-
tion of academic ~taff with
higher degrees and that DlT
must ensure an effective sy~­
tem of monitoring standard~.
Or Brendan Goldsmith
said. "Or O'Hare seems to
believe that a common
name implies a common
nature
Dr O'Hare compared the
Irish situation with the
American Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
(MIT). He said although MIT
was an institute of technolo-
gy, nobody would argue that
it was not on the same level
as universities such as Yale or
Harvard.
Commenting on this, Dr
Brendan Goldsmith said, "Dr
O'Hare seems to believe that
a common name implies a
common nature; thus he
speaks of MIT as if it were an
institute of technology, in the
Irish sense of that name."
He added, "MIT's website
(www.mit.edu) describes it as
"a co-educational, privately
endowed research universi-
ty."
In effect MIT is an elite,
research-led university,
whereas DIT' mi sion is to
be a mass education,
research-informed compre-
hensive university. For DIT
to aspire to be an MIT would
be a serious mission drift and
in effect would be imitating
universities in precisely the
way that Dr. O'Hare (correct-
ly) says is so undesirable."
In conclusion, Dr
Goldsmith said that he would
agree with Dr O'Hare on one
point. " DlT and universities
could be equal but different if
the correct level of autonomy
was present. But this raises
another issue: why would the
full provisions of the
University Act 1996 not be
applied to DIT and if that
happened what would be the
logic of denying DIT the title
university?" he said.
Speaking on the future of
DIT, Dr OHare said,"I do not
believe that their best future
would be in becoming anoth-
er university in the Dublin
area. Rather I see their future
as being the leader of a new
and rejuvenated national net-
work of institutes of technol-
ogy.
"It is not the best course for
the institutes themselves, nor
for the people who work in
them, nor for the people they
immediately serve, nor for
the wider national communi-
ty that the IT sector itself
serves". he added.
DITSU President,
Marguerite Fitzpatrick dis-
agreed with the attitude of the
former DCU president. She
said, "I do believe that DIT
should keep pushing for uni-
versity status. I know that this
is difficult given that we are
in an area of the country sur-
rounded by universities but
we are a step up from the
other ITs in the country and a
step behind the universities".
However, further attempts
to gain university status will
not be looked on likely for
the states largest third level
college, following scathing
criticism in May of DlTs bad
management and poor inter-
nal communications.
As a member of the gov-
erning body of DlT.
Marguerite commented on
the findings of the public
accounts committee saying.
"We should be confIdent that
the governing body of DlT is
currently addressing the
problem outlined by the com-
mittee".
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Third level tales
Campus.ie takes the DIT Independent on a trip around Ireland's
colleges for a look at what's making inter-varsity news
~.campuS.iel
Testing eX8R1 success CanteenBoycott at
Trinity
TRINITY College Students' Union
recently organised a boycott of
the four college catering outlets
and the Buttery bar, in protest at
the 12 per cent price increase
that came into effect at the start
of October.
Pickets were placed at the
entrance to each catering outlet.
TCSU presented proposals to the
College Board calling for a
reverse of the increase, greater
student representation on the
Catering management commit-
tee, and a fairer spread of
increases to keep the cost of
essentials down. The SU said the
college authorities' response to
proposals was "unsatisfactory".
"We organised the boycott so
students could demonstrate their
anger and sense of injustice at
the rising cost of food on cam-
pus and college policies with
regards catering, which are com-
pletely at odds with their
expressed support for greater
students financial support and
concerns about equal access to
education," Students' Union
President, Averil Power
explained. Welfare Officer,
Eimear Nic An Bhaird, has
accused the policies in the cater-
ing department of showing" a
remarkable lack of regard for
student's financial burden".
Breaking
down barri-
ers at Sligo
IT
THE Institute of Technology Sligo
IS set to launch an innovative
course that will break down the
barriers currently preventing
people from going to college.
Aimed at adults who failed to
qualify for higher education, the
Special Foundation Course will
enable them to study further for
a third-level qualification.
Training in introductory math-
ematics, computer skills, new
technology, taking lecture notes,
and how to use a library as a
learning resource, are just some
of the areas covered. ·We hope
people who had difficulty with
mathematics before will actually
get to like maths. It will allow
them the opportunity to follow
maths-based courses and almost
every course now has some
maths requirement,· said Pat
Curley, head of the Institute's
Life Long Learning Programme.
Run on a part-time basis, two
mornings a week, the course
aims to facilitate as broad a sec-
tion of the public as possible.
The course will also make creche
support available and will be
free to social welfare
recipients.Students will get a
taste of all the Institute's cours-
es, to give them a better idea of
what area they are interested in
pursuing after the introductory
course.
Applicants are chosen on the
basis of their application form
and an interview.Students who
complete the course will be
awarded a Foundation
Certificate.
altogether.
The new rules have
forced many able and
successful students who
suffer from physical ail-
ments to abandon their
plans of further educa-
tion.
Only fIve per cent of
the student population
Can have college places,
although some 20 per
cent apply.
The Chinese authori-
ties' defend the policy in
view of the level of com-
petition to get into col-
lege.
They believe the sys-
tem will weed out imper-
fect applicants.
Department for this initiative is the
Siemens S35i.) Students were able
to log into the DCU website at
http://wap.dcu.ie and then select
"Exam Results".
They then had to key in their stu-
dent ID number and password to
view their results on screens.
Commentators believe that stu-
dent access to exam information on
various technologies is likely to
develop rapidly in the next few
years.
Minister Noel Treacy: acknowl-
edged advances in funding
"Only Imedically
fit l can go to col-
lege ll - China
UNIVERSITIES in
China are set to introduce
stringent new examina-
tions to test applicants'
medical suitability and
physical fitness, in an
attempt to "engineer" a
stronger, healthier po.pu-
lation "free from phySical
and mental handicaps".
Teenagers whose legs
differ in length by more
than two inches or whose
spine is curved by 1.5
inches will be disbarred
from courses as varied as
geology, law and civil
engineering, the South
China Morning Post
recently reported.
Students Who have
cancer, epilepsy, high
blood pressure or "men-
tal disorder" will be pre-
vented from enrolling
phone results service earlier this
year, but it employed wireless appli-
cation protocol (WAP) technology
which proved much less popular,
possibly because the students had to
pay to access it.
For the fIrst time in Ireland, DCU
pioneered exam results on-line via
web-enabled (WAP) mobile phones
this year. WAP technology enables
users access to information on a
variety of handheld wireless
devices. (The primary make tested
by the DCU Computer Sevices
addressing problems for which neither
party individually has all of the neces-
sary background and expertise.
Enterprise Ireland, the Royal Irish
Academy, the French Embassy and the
French state research agency, CNRS,
are the key players in the partnership
between Ireland and France. Speaking
at the launch, Minister Noel Treacy
pointed out that Ireland still has only a
relatively limited presence in interna-
tional research endeavour, which this
scheme aims to address.
The Minister acknowledged the sig-
nificant advances in funding for
research in Ireland including Science
Foundation Ireland, the Higher
Education Authority'S Programme for
Research in Third Level Institutes
(PRTLI), and the Enterprise Ireland
Schemes.
event guides, as well as
viewing a webcam of
Dublin - to make their trip
to Ireland less daunting.
The running of the site is
undertaken by 12 students
representing all 3 Dublin
medical colleges who regu-
larly meet with staff of the
medical faculty.
Medical lecturers in the
faculties have strongly
endorsed the website as a
tool for students who are
thinking of studying medi-
cine and those students
currently studying medi-
cine.
The project plans to
extend the network to
include the medical col-
leges in Cork and Galway.
500 students. The college refused to
comment on the margin of error, or
what would happen if students were
sent the wrong grades, when con-
tacted by the Straits Times newspa-
per.
Students will have to register
online at the polytechnic's website
to receive the service. Those who do
not register will receive their results
via more conventional post, or by
logging on to the college website.
The Nanyang Technological
University introduced a mobile
Online medical
studies site
launched
Further Ireland-France
research encouraged
'Ulysses,' the Ireland-France Research
Visits Scheme, was recently re-
launched to promote further collabora-
tion between Irish and French
researchers.
Since 1997, the scheme has support-
ed over 100 projects, made possible by
Enterprise Ireland's £20,000 and
160,000 francs from the CNRS
involving both Irish researchers visit-
ing France, and French researchers
visiting Ireland.
The research VISits provide
researchers with access to a wealth of
data and sources, which would not be
available to them at home - covering a
wide range of research endeavours
including the sciences, engineering
and the humanities.
The scheme has a role to play in
THE medical faculties at
Trinity College, University
College Dublin and the
Royal College of Surgeons
of Ireland have teamed up
to launch Ireland's first
Inter-College medical stu-
dent community website.
Set up by medical students,
www.studyingmedicine.co
m offers students tutorials,
clinical teaching videos,
discussion forums and
daily lecture notes.
The site's interactive
conversational facilities,
gives Leaving Certificate
students the opportunity to
talk to third level medical
students - to get an insight
into the work involved in
pursuing a medical career.
International students con-
sidering pursuing medi-
cine here can avail of the
site's travel timetables and
Postgrad
Students
getting
unfair deal
-report
THE NUS-USl has issued an
attack on Ireland's univer-
sities, accusing them of
exploiting postgraduate
students by "failing to
promote their employ-
ment rights" .
This comes on the back
of a survey of postgradu-
ate student employment
practices, which revealed
that 38 per cent of respon-
dents had received no
training for their paid
work. Over 69 per cent
said there was no clear
mechanism for the evalua-
tion or assessment of their
paid work.
The recent survey, car-
ried out by the AUT, NUS
and the UK National
Postgraduate Committee,
found that many post-
graduate students feel
undervalued and exploited
as employees - with a
majority working twice as
many hours as they are
paid for.
-In the weeks to come,
the Union will organise a
number of meetings to
outline a new postgradu-
ate employer rights char-
ter, and encourage the
formation of postgraduate
societies to promote these
rights,· NUS-USt Student
Movement co-ordinator,
Brian Slevin said. Student
leaders hope to lObby for
an increase in the number
and value of postgraduate
awards and are caUing for
a SpecifIC review of finan-
cial support for this section
of the student community.
Representatives from the
National Postgraduate
Committees in Great
Britain and Ireland will be
in attendance, together
With members of the
Association of University
Teachers.
A UNIVERSITY in Singapore is
pioneering an initiative which sends
students their exam results via text
messages to mobile phones - remov-
ing the need for crowd control at
exam notice boards.
With an estimated 80 per cent of
Temasek College's 13,000 full-time
students having mobile phones, the
new system is expected to work out
cheaper and more efficient than tra-
ditional post. The system has cost
S$lO,OOO (UK£3,800) to install and
was tested over three months, using
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By Carl O'Brien
Islamabad. September 18th
So where.s all the action? There
are no street protests, no sign of vio-
lence.Bar some bored looking sol-
diers, all is a picture of serenity.
A look at the map shows
Islamabad is around four hour
drive from the border. Not that the
news anchors from CNN, BBC or
NBC broadcasting form the rooftop
of the plush Marriot Hotel.
On TV it may look like they,re
within shooting distance of the bor-
der, but the main priority seem to be
staying within reaching distance of
room service.The hotel has been
transformed into a three ringed
media circus, as hacks yak loudly
into mobile phones and technicians
cram their hotels rooms full of satel-
lite gear, and news anchors battle
for space on the roof.
President Musharraf appears on
TV in his combat gear and tells the
nation he is throwing his support
behind the US and calls for the
nation to unite. Everyone gulps in
fear, expecting that civil war could
erupt within days.
Who built this place? The city is
divided into a crazy grid system,
intersected by long Stalinist avenues
which lead up to the parliament. It,s
a strange, sterile, vacuous kind of
place. It,s definitely time to move
on.
Ra alpi
I find a driver and a translator and
we head for the sprawling city of
Rawalpindi. I go native for dinner
and eat with the locals. A dead cock-
roach in one of the chicken dishes
doesn't pertwb them, but I manage
to prevent myself throwing up spec-
tacularly over the food. This is a dif-
ferent place altogether. The wailing
of mosques drifts across tbecity can
be heard from every street corner.
Hordes of people and spluttering
motorbike taxis compete for space
on the manic streets.
Some imposing looking Islamic
fundamentalists are on the march.
They tell me they plaD to eaU for a
nation-wide striJce the next day in
opposition to Pakistan's alliance
with the US.
Not everyone feels the same way.
Over a cup of green tea some carpet
sellers say they have bad enough of
war. All they want is a peaceful
solution. 'The Catholic owner of a
shoeshop is so frightened of reprisal
attacks he brings me to a backroom
so I won't be seen and says he wants
to get out of the country as tensions
begin to mount.
The border is a dangerous, tW'bu-
IcDt, unpredictable place. A bit like
South Kerry, in a lot of ays. The
closest city to the border is
Peshawllf and after a three hour
journey I arrive into a maelstrom of
street protests and police road-
blocks.
An angry crowd of around 15,000
fundamentalists surge through the
narrow city streets, like a raging
river of anger. They stop to listen to
one of the religious leaders. "Jihad
is our way"!, "Bush will die" and
"Death to Americans!" shout the
crowd. One of the more vocal pro-
testers roars at the top of his voice,
but accidentally steRl' on a US jour-
nalist's foot. "Sorry mi ter!, sorry
mister!" he says to the reporter. Just
don't step on their toes.
In reality the protesters are a
minority. The' classes ~d
shopkeepers watch prote WIth
a jaundiced eye say they ~a~e
been hijacked opporttlntsttc
political parties.
That dodgy curry with the cock-
roach comes back to haunt me.
Voltaire once wrote about the .... orld
falling out of his bottom. Now I
know what it's like to have the bot-
tom fallout of your world. Thi, is a
severe dose of the backdoor trots.
The newsdesk at the Irish Examiner
don't have much sympathy. howev-
er. When I tell them the most .. iolent
thing I've come across i thl: .... hiff
from the jacks,they are not umused.
The Taliban don, t lil- .:rs
much. So when they try to get an
interView with Suft Mohammed, the
chief of the Pakistan Taliban in the
lawles north west province, he
doesn't say yes. I have a plan, how-
ever.
A Pakistan friend rings up and
tells his aide that I am from Ireland
the country which is fighting Britain
for independence and is sympathet-
ic to the plight of the Taliban militia.
Incredibly, he agrees to do the inter-
view. High up in the white dusty
mountains we meet. The firebrand
leader says he had an army of poten-
tially thousands who are willing to
cross over the border. Most have
already gone that's why the
madrassahs. or religious schools,
are empty.
The countdown to war is loom-
ing.
The police don,t like reporters
going to the border. It means the
conditions refugees are forced to
endure is highlighted. Still, there are
ways and means of getting to the
border. My guide tells me I'll have
to dress up in traditional Muslim
gear so I won't be spotted by the
security forces as we try to cross the
checkpoints.
The baggy trousers and prayer
cap fit well, but I can't get the rope
to fasten my trousers together, so I
put on a belt discreetly. This all goes
very well for it few minutes until a
passer-by helpfully points out that
my trousers have dropped to my
ankle.
In order to try and bypas· the
checkpoints we drive off the main
road, through fields and dry river
beds. Once off the highway the bor-
der area is controlled by tribal mili-
tias. Fortunately my guide is known
among the tribe we come across.
After a few judicious bribes,
Kalashnikov wielding soldier
into a truck and give us an
escort to the border. The
-1§J;q;c is almost lunar, with
white boulders and vast dusty
plains.
Dow e jagged ravines and
steep golies the refugees are trick-
lina through, carrying all their
wortmy possession on the backs of a
few~eys.
They know borders are sealed and
this is their only hope to avoid the
impending war. One man says he
has left a son at borne to guard the
house. But here they have nothing
here for his five young children with
them. Here, in the first year of the
21 t century, a man and his family
escape the midday sun behind a
mudhut wall with no food or water.
Sending copy back to the newspa-
per is tough enough at the best of
times. It gets easier when I discover
a basement Internet facility run by
some young Pakistanis.
Dressed in traditional dress and
prayers caps, they press their face
close to their screens. As I pass, I
notice they are all looking at porn.
Cover up your women in public, but
we can look at them in private,
seems to be the message.
The homepage on the computer is
pre set at xxxhotgirls.com but no
one seems to mind that I've stum-
bled into their parallel universe.
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The 23 circus performers at Gandeys' Cirque Surreal in the RDS had dozens of
reasons for their initial subscription to the world of acrobats and canvas
it. Meanwhile. I had failed to of a circu , but I did till want
even balance a football on my to try the trapeze.
hand let alone on my fingt:r. On my final evening, after
o my thought turned to the three days of the weet ic·-
trapeze. I u ed to love emng mell of popcorn and
~ing ! andyflo s, I decided that the
While awaiting my debut trapeze is not as much fun a
on the trapeze I wa taking a it looks. The idea of ju t a
look around the place. I had- thin length of ela tic as my
n't been truck bv the \\aft of only safety device at 15
anImal hit tha"i I remem- meters from the ground wa
?ered a being predominant just too much to take.
111 the circu es of my child- So realising that there was
hood. I Soon found out why. only one thing left to do, I
There are no animals in thi turned my back on the thrills
how. It wa· a more modern and pills of the circus and
tyle of circus with no ani- headed for DIT with my tail
mals, no cts with fire and no tucked between my legs and
ringmaster. my two feet firmly on the
Damn, this wasn t my idea ground.
thing like that."
Tracy introduced me to
Jamil, ~ho i 18 and ha been
in the circus for 6 years
already. He i the football
juggler in the how, which
didn't ound too impres ive
to me until I aw his act.
Jamil pent the next 2 hours
trying to teach me to juggle
ju t two football .
A far cry from the six he
was using, but. till an impos-
sibility for my little fingers.
Jamil followed in the foot-
step of both his parents and
grandparents when he joine.d
the circus, and most of hIS
friends were also involved in
while you s~ing over and
back. It look amazing but I
would probably be more suit-
ed to juggling or something a
little le like tlying free
style.
The 23 circus performers at
Gandeys' Cirque Surreal in
the RDS had dozens of rea-
on for their initial ubscnp-
tion to the world of acrob, t
and canva. Tracey had
joined for love. "While I wa
at school I used to groom
horses for a tunt-man. One
ummer he decided to join
the circus for 3 week and I
went with him. I groomed his
hor es and then I fell in love
with the drummer in the cir-
cus. 0 the stunt man I
worked for left nd I stayed."
Phillip Gandey, the owner
and director of the circu
offered Tracy a job. She start-
ed by putting up the posters,
but quickly progressed to
helping out on stage. "I'd
carry in snakes and that. I
assisted in the knife throwing
act with Phillip, where I
would stand at the board and
he would throw the knives at
La t week when the DIT stairs
became a little too exhaustive and
the guilt feeling that comes from
extendin lunch breaks into the
wee sinal! hours, one DIT tudent,
who hall remain namele s, decid-
ed to pa k it all in and run away
with the circus. Apparently it used
to be quite commo"!.
It was a more modern style of circus with no animals,
no acts with fire and no ringmaster
woke to a torrential
downpour. Why was I
surprised it is Ireland and
I was on my way to the
circus. Day one of m)
new career. Undeterred by
the lac - of cooperation from
the elements, I had my Ready
"Brek and left.
On arrival at the already
mud oaked field, I was
greeted by Tracy, a 33year
old English acrobat. Trac)'
does the cord lease act. That'
the one ~here you climb up a
rope to about 13 meters and
then dangle by your big toe
Dublins finest pub lunchesT here was a time when a publunch in Ireland consistedof an Easi-Single between
two lice of bread and a packet
of Tayto crisps. That particular
gourmet experience has been
replaced by an explosion of pani-
nis. ciabattas and various liquid
fruit concoctions, although there
are still a few more traditional
lunches to be had. We decided to
try some of the capitals finest
(and not so fine) pub lunches.
The cafelbar experience
The Modern Green Bar,
Wexford Street. 7/10
This is one of the many trendy
bars to have sprung up in this area
in recent times, and lunch here is
extremely popular. The menu is a
mix of salads, pastas and stir-frys,
as well as the ubiquitous paninis.
Old favourite such as the BLT
and the cheeseburger also make
an appearance. The food is gener-
ally good and reasonably priced. I
had a caesar salad, which wa
tasty. if over-dres ed. and my
companion had chips n dips with
ausages. Theidealsoake~upper
for that liquid lunch. Our only
grievance was the constant pres-
ence of little flies over the plates.
Do say: Decaf double shot latte
please. Dont say: Do you have
any Chef Brown Sauce?
The country-style pub experience
Devitts, Camden Street. 7/10
This one is a more traditional
pub, which is reflected in the
menu. It consists generally of var-
ious roasted meats. and staples
such as lasagne, chicken curry and
suchlike. ot a panini in sight
(although toasted sandwiches are
available). On this occasion I tried
the lasagne. which was more like
savoury mince. but nonethele
quite sati fying. My co-reviewer
had the burger, which wa a ball
of mince and onion, served on a
bun with chips and cole .law. The
burger had the air of omething
which had been cooked for some
time. Nonetheless, the plate was
cleared. Most main courses are
between £3.50 and £6.
Do say: A pot of Lyons tea
please. Dom say: Are these pota-
toes organic?
The carver.y experience
ONeUIs, Suffolk Street. 5/10
This is one of the most popular
lunch venues in the city centre,
and most days has a huge queue
of people along the carvery
counter. As well as the u ual hot
food. tberes also a salad and sand-
wich counter. I fmd it very diffi-
cult 10 get excited about self-ser-
vice carvery, 0 in the mtere ts of
obje~tivity•. I brought along a fan
of thiS parttcular style of dining.
He had lamb with an assortment
of vegetables which he declared
to be bloody good. I had chicken
of some description, which was
fine if unexceptional. If carvery
lunches are your thing. then this
appears to be the place for it.
Do say: Can I have extra gravy
with that please? Dom say:
Excuse me. can you take our
order please?
The divine experience
Fallons, The Coombe 10/10
Make no mistake about it this is
without doubt the best IWlch in
~ublin. The secret here i simplic-
Ity, because the menu con ists of
soup and toasted saodwiche . Not
very exciting, I hear you say. but
that where youre wrong. Fallon
was 0 good the fir t time that we
went back for more. just to be
ure it wasnt a fluke. The oup is
better than Granny used to make.
The andwiches have a number of
qualities which set them apart
from the average toa tie - made
on batch bread, grilled rather than
put in one of those useless
machines, actually hot and crispy,
properly melted cheese, and sup-
plied with mustard and mayon-
naise. And the coffee and tea
come with an After Eight. Best of
all, soup, a toasted special (ham.
cheese. tomato and onion) and tea
or coffee will et you back around
a fiver, if not le s, in one of the
cosiest pubs in Dublin.
Do say: III have soup and a pe-
cia! please.
Dont say: Do you take Visa?
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Gambling: the silent illness
Jim's gambling became a serious problem when he
started university. "'t began one day when' joined in a
game of poker,"
him back the life that gam-
bling had taken from him.
"I've found home, it's a fel-
lowship. People put their
hands out to you and you've
got friends around, there's a
wonderful closeness and it's
understood by everyone."
Gambling, in his view, "is a
cancer" and GA "is my
chemo and it keeps it at bay.
I'll always be a compulsive
gambler."
Jim was supported by his
family throughout the worst
of times and he has since
returned to third level educa-
tion. And now he feels he
owes it to other gamblers to
give his bit back to those
who helped him through his
illness. "Someone was there
for me and now I have to be
there for someone else. I hate
what (gambling) does to me.
Hopefully in 20 years time
I'll still be in the rooms."
To those who have a prob-
lem but have yet to tell any-
one, Jim has a simple mes-
sage. "Get in contact with
people. If you get on to most
churches or doctors they will
know how to get in touch
with people, be it addiction
centres or GA." Jim came
close to giving up on life, but
has seen the light thanks to
his family, GA and the vari-
ous support services
designed to help those who
need it.
morning he had calmed
down and he returned to
Table Lodge. He soon found
his life changing for the bet-
ter. "I found who I am as a
person down there," admit-
ted Jim. "I discovered it's
alright to be human and it
helped me understand more
about my illness. It intro-
duced me back to the (GA)
meetings. I came away from
meetings feeling so good; it's
a great life; it's like you're
going to a psychoanalyst.
People just go to as many
meetings as you need."
Still attending Table
Lodge once a week, Jim
feels the sessions have given
"The gambling took over completely," he said. '" used
to bring a change of clothes with me in the car so I
wouldn't be caught out at home"
Your choice of 3 quality programs:
just needed to continue my
gambling."
After his failed suicide
attempt, Jim admitted him-
self to hospital but "had no
interest in living" as he
reached rock bottom. it was
recommended that he attend
Table Lodge for assessment,
something he found difficult
to accept. "I stood on the
cliffs down there and I felt
like jumping off," he said. "I
eventuaIly went (to Table
Lodge) and the doctor told
me to come back the follow-
ing day. I went home effing
and blinding at the world and
I had no intention of ever
going back there." The next
CCUSA
bets that I had lost and she
seemed a bit stunned. She
told me that I had a problem
and I was there thinking to
myself, 'what do you know,
you're a woman, you've
never gambled before'; it's a
male assertive thing to think
like that."
Trying to prove his point,
Jim produced a briefcase,
bulging with the losing dock-
ets. This merely confirmed
his doctor's fears. "She told
me about Gamblers
Anonymous and the first
thing I thought was that it
was a place where I could
learn how not to lose." When
he arrived at his first meet-
ing, established members of
GA showed Jim the 20 ques-
tion located in the back
pages of the small red GA
handbook, the group's manu-
al for daily recovery from
addiction.
"They showed me the 20
yes or no questions and if
you answer seven of them
yes, that showed you were a
compulsive gambler. I
answered yes to all of them
and I still thought nothing of
them." His first meeting was
a confusing experience and
he left it in "an absolute
daze." Several member fol-
lowed Jim home that night to
ensure that he "didn't do any-
thing stupid." He didn't.
The meetings were to
become an integral part of
Jim's life and he attended
over 90 meetings in the first
90 days of his recovery. For
the next two years, he avoid-
ed gambling. "When people
go back gambling it's the
people who fail the pro-
gramme and not the other
way round." The return to
the bookies came in the wake
of a car crash, which left Jim
on his back for several
months. This lead to what he
describes as "an eighteen
month blur." His relatively
sunny disposition faded a lit-
tle for the first time during
our chat as he began to dis-
cuss the worst period of his
life.
"The gambling took over
completely," he said. "I used
to bring a change of clothes
with me in the car so I
wouldn't be caught out at
home. I bought bottles of
febreeze and kept them in the
car too. I was totally focused
on how to get money. "
Making money was never an
objective for Jim; it was
merely what he required to
feed his habit.
"I never bought anything
for myself out of winnings. I
Your student days are supposed to be
the best of your life. However, it
doesn't work out like that for every-
one. What starts out as fun can lead
to a serious addiction, with the
potential to wreck your academic
career, and indeed,your life. By
Dermot Keyes
were a big thing at the time,"
he said. "I bought a tenner's
worth of those scratch cards
and I got four of the letters
which made up the word
'viking.' If you got the whole
word you won a hundred
thousand pounds and I
thought that I'd win the prize
no problem; I thought that
beating the system wasn't
going to be a problem. I
ended up spending a thou-
sand pounds that day alone
trying to get the other two
letters. I thought the system
couldn't beat me." Inevitably,
it did and as Jim's addiction
intensified, so too did all the
problems that accompany
such an illness, one Jim him-
elf described as "the silent
illness."
Jim's secret addiction was
finally revealed when the
local branch bank manager
contacted his mother in rela-
tion to a number of forged
cheques which had been
issued in her name. At first
Jim denied it, but he eventu-
ally admitted his guilt,
claiming he "had tried to
beat the system." Earlier that
day, he had placed a substan-
tial bet on a horse and when
his distraught mother had
left the sitting room, he
switched on the teletext to
see if he had won.
To his great relief, his bet
had been first past the post.
Within moments, the result
had been reversed after stew-
ards' inquiry, making Jim
physically sick.
His mother called the fam-
ily doctor, a pivotal moment
in a life which is now head-
ing in the right direction.
"Lecturers in college
thought I was a drug addict
because I was so pale," he
aid. "The doctor arrived and
started talking to me. I told
her about all the 'unlucky'
A car pulls upnear an aban-doned store-house. A youngman opens the
car door, distraught after a
day which has not gone well.
Only it hasn't been just that
day. It has been weeks,
months and years of personal
problems which have blight-
ed both his life and that of
his family. Gambling has
become the bane of Jim's*
life and there appears to be
only one solution. (*name
changed)
"I tried to commit sui-
cide," says Jim, sipping his
mug of tea. "I had a bucket
and a lead for a tape recorder
and I saw a tree nearby. I felt
that I could end the pain; I
wasn't thinking of anything. I
kicked the bucket from under
myself. In that instant the
pain disappeared but for
some reason God was look-
ing after me. I was actually
on the tips of my toes and
stayed that way for about 10
or 15 minutes. It was like an
eternity but I eventually got
down, sat into my car and
went off home. Life is now
looking after me." Jim's hon-
esty and comfort with talking
to a complete stranger sems
to have been honed from the
hundreds of Gamblers
Anonymous (GA) meetings
and sessions at the Table
Lodge facility in Cork,
which al 0 as ists recovering
alcoholics. It has been over a
year since he last placed a
bet and he states smiling,
"it's good to live life."
Jim's gambling became a
serious problem when he
started university. "It began
One day when I joined in a
game of poker," he aid. "I
played poker all day and I
began to miss days of lec-
tUres. Then one day I put a
bet on a soccer match and I
Won a hundred pounds and I
kept on betting like this for a
While. I was beginning to
Win a lot of money and then
I began to bet on horses and
dog and the gambling
began to take off in a big
Way at this tage."
Winnings of hundreds
SOOn became thousands and
the thrill of the win became
the sole focu of Jim's life.
And it didn't end there.
"The viking scratch cards
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Harry has
no knowl-
edge that
he is a wiz-
ard until
his 12th
birthday,
when he
receives a
letter from
Hogwarts
School of
Witchcraft
and
Wizardry.
story to unfold almost exactly
as she wrote it'.
Every reviewer that was
privileged to view the world
premier of Harry Potter and
The Philosopher's Stone in
London la t week noted that
the young Daniel Radcliffe
came across exceptionally
well.
So, for the millions who
will go see the movie and
enjoy the book, it is off to
Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry to
learn about Quidditch and
spells and three headed dogs
named Fluffy and be given a
chance to forget about the
boring Muggle world.
Entertainment
Columbus found his Harry in
Daniel Radcliffe.
Legend has it that when
Rowling viewed Daniel's
screen test, he felt as if she
had been reunited with a long
lost son. Interestingly,
Radcliffe, Rowling and Harry
Potter all share the same
birthday on July 31.
So far, all indications are
that Columbus stayed loyalt 0
the book. John Hiscock of
The Daily Telegraph and
whose review appeared in the
Irish Independent lastweek
wrote that 'He (Columbus)
has managed to keep the sac-
charine to a minimum, and
instead allows Rowling's
(Profe sol' McGonagall),
Alan Rickman (Professor
Snape) and Richard Harris
(Dumbedore) head the cast,
finding the right Harry was
the key.
In 1999 it was rumored that
Steven Spieldberg would take
the director's chair and cast
Haley Joel Osmond as Harry
. But when Spieldberg
dropped out, Chris Columbus
of Home Alone and Mrs
Doubtfire fame stepped in.
Columbus auditioned 60,000
children for the part of Harry,
but not one left a mark on the
director. But when Columbus
stumbled upon a tape of
BBC's David Copperfield,
letter from Hogwarts School
of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Once at Hogwarts, Harry is
involved in many adventures
including coming face to face
with the evil Voldemort and
playing the skillful and fast
sport of Quidditch. Along the
way he encounters many
memorable characters such
as Nearly Headless Nick (a
gho t, played by John Cleese
in the film) and the positively
scary Professor Snape.
November 16 is the date
that Potter fanatics aroundthe
world will finally see their
favorite wizard come to life
on the big screen. So far,
movie critics are united in
saying that the movie is
'sheer magic'.
Director Chris Columbus
has put together a very
impressive cast. While
Robbie Coltrane (as Hagrid),
Dame Maggie Smith
er
"Legend has it
that when
Rowling viewed
Daniel's screen
test, she felt as if
she had been
reunited with a
long lost son"
and his sidekicks Ron and
Hermione has captivated
young and old readers alike.
(Prince Charles is a known
fan).
Quite simply, the Harry
Potter stories mirror the fan-
ta y world of tales like The
Lion, The Witch and The
Wardrobe and Alice in
Wonderland. The result is a
global phenomenon that is
about to get much bigger.
Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone tells the
story of Harry, whose parents
were murdered by the evil
Voldemort when he was a
baby. Forced to live with the
awful Dursleys who keep
him locked up under the
stairs. (The Dursleys are
Muggles. This is what wiz-
ards call normal adults).
Harry has no knowledge that
he is a wizarduntil his 12th
birthday, when he receives a
Po er-
spell
by Darragh Clifford
IF BY now you do not know
who Harry Potter is, you have
probably spent the last six
weeks hiding in a cave in
Afghanistan. For the rest of
us, the name Harry Potter
brings to mind some of the
most prominent merchandis-
ing around at the moment.
The 12 year old boy with the
John Lennon-style glasses
and a flying broom (a nimbus
2000 to be exact) has already
conquered the world's hearts
with four children's novels.
On November 16, Harry
Potter could enter cinematic
history as being one of the
most successful movies of all
time.
Harry Potter was born in a
small Edinburgh cafe
fiveyears ago to the then
unknown author JK Rowling.
Stories of how Rowling
would sit over one cup of cof-
fee for hours on end because
she couldn't afford a second
cup are now legend. Over
lOO million copies in 46 lan-
guages later, Rowling is the
second richest woman in the
United Kingdom behind
Madonna.
To date, she has written
four Harry Potter novels; The
Philosopher's Stone, The
Chamber of Secrets, The
Prisoner of Azkaban and The
Goblin of Fire. The ROald
Dahl style of writing
Rowling uses to tell the tale
of young wizard Harry Potter
Security mix-up at Stab Ball
The organisers were delighted at the num-
ber of people who showed up in fancy dress
By Karen Creed
FRENCH maids, cowgirls,
gangsters, drag queens and
many more costumed students
gathered in Shooters bar on
Halloween night for the fancy
dress "Stab Party". Organised
by the Student's Union, the
venue was filled by 1400 stu-
dents from Cathal Brugha St,
Mountjoy Square, Kevin St
and Aungier St.
Queues formed outside the
bar as early as seven 0' clock
and the absence of bouncers
allowed many students to
enter for free.
The president of Aungier St,
Karl Bonar, blamed this on a
breakdown of communication
between Shooters bar and the
Students Union. "Shooters bar
never informed us that the
boum:ers would not arrive
until ten 0 clock. If we had
known this we would have
been more prepared".
However a staff member of
Shooters bar explained that it
was not only their responsibil-
ity "to organise the security
for uch an event. It is a stu-
dent event and the Students
Union should have been more
involved and aware". Once
the bouncers arrived they tried
to get everyone out of the bar
and to queue again, this time
paying the entrance fee of £3.
This caused many complaints
from the students already
waiting to be let in. By ten 0'
clock there were 600 people in
the queue. Soon after the
security refused to let any-
more people in. There were
cries of anger and despair
from those outside whom had
spent so much time getting
ready. Karl Bonar's reaction to
this was that "in future stu-
dents should come to the
event as early as possible to
avoid being refused". He
admitted that similar prob-
lems occurred at the Freshers
Ball in the Beacon nightclub a
few weeks ago.
"Over 200 students couldn't
get tickets for the event".
Despite the disruption at the
tart of the night, the
Halloween party received
good reviews from the stu-
dents. According to Aungier
Street' Clubs and Societies
officer, Connor McDermott,
"many students were so drunk
they don't even remember the
night".
The bar was chaotic with
everyone trying to avail of the
cheap vodka and red bull. It
wasn't long before the thirsty
students had cleaned the bar
dry of vodka. The lack of
cheap alcohol later on in the
night didn't seem to bother
most students as everyone was
in great form.
Almost everyone made an
effort to get dressed up. Some
student's creativity resulted in
fantastic space costumes and
60's outfits. The prize for best
costume deservedly went to
the boys who dressed up as
the Teletubbies. Not only did
they look great but they sur-
vived the intense heat from
their costumes all night.
Second prize went to Lisa
Dunne, Aungier St, who's cos-
tume and make up made her
unrecognisable as Dracula.
Many of the girls were uno-
riginal in their co tumes
dressing up as schoolgirls,
french maids and bunnies.
However their revealing cos-
tumes were a hit with the
opposite sex.
The male students were
more innovative.
D'Unbelievables, Tarzan and
Bob Marley were some of the
best.
Throughout the night the
students were able to flaunt
their fancy dress outfits in
front of an Internet camera
which was installed in a side
room of the bar. These pic-
tures will be di played on the
college website in the coming
weeks.
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Nice Kittser shame about
The Frames
Glen Hansard of the Frames pictured at Whelans of Camden Street
By Debbie Flood
MUCH was expected
from home-grown act The Frames,
in their recent sold out gig-fest at
Vicar Street last week.
Would their show change or
would only the supporting acts be
different?
Mundy and upcoming band Turn
did the honours, entertaining the
impatient audience with their up-
tempo beats until Glen and the
gang walked on stage.
Their performance at Witne s
and their current album For The
Birds, have clearly introduced The
Frame ' music to a new and wider
audience.
They opened the night on a high
note with a beautiful, lush rendition
of Lay Me Down.
This song sees Glen's distinctive
voice reach new heights as he is
accompanied by Colm Mac
Iomaire's moving violin playing.
The Frames trademark violin
adds a layered. textured quality to
all the songs it is featured on.
Throughout the two-hour gig,
lead inger Glen treated the audi-
ence to a performance of twitching
and jumping on tage which made
him appear not unlike a crazed
Duracell bunny.
His on stage antics were as enter-
taining and engaging as ever, and
included Glen sharing a lollipop
with the audience, as well as wear-
ing a illy, oversized hat that made
his head look like a giant mutant
pumpkin.
The Frames belted out Revelate
effortlessly and performed a blissed
out performance of Disappointed.
They slip easily between their
rock-trad (or should that be trad-
rock?) cla sics such as Fitzcarraldo
and Pavement Tune and the dreamy
ballads of Giving Me Wings and
Santa Maria. The climax of the
night was their shimmering, oft
rendition of What Happen When
The Heart Just Stop .
The only crime Glen committed
was the slow torturing of Star, Star.
The sampling of Glen's screeching
swamped this little gem of a song
and reduced it to a migraine induc-
ing mess. 0
nly Col rn's violin playing could
resurrect the song to the elevated
height it deserved.
For the encore, the members of
the Frames swapped instruments
and played an impres ive, up-
tempo version of Headlong. For the
second encore, Glen brought fellow
musician, David Kitt on stage.
Kitt, with his pint of Guinness
still surgically attached to his hand
since his own gigs at the
Ambassador, seems bemused and
slightly embarrassed appearing
alongside his friends.
Here was a band he usually sup-
ports but after the success of his
current album, Kitt >now headlines
his own sold out shows, in bigger
venues then Vicar St.
Glen ended the night with his
own refreshing version of Kitt's
Another Love Song, before they
both sang a duet on Song From
Hope Street.
Hearing Kitt's rich and soothing
voice makes you wonder how long
will it be before
The Frames are looking to sup-
port Kitt on his tours.
Mogwai field a
younger team
By Laurence Mackin
EARLIER this year Mogwai
played what was the gig of
the year and one of the most
phenomenal shows I've ever
seen in the Red Box.
The band themselves were
heard to claim it was their
best gig ever, and on the evi-
dence of the two hour set, I
would definitely agree. So
when I heard that they were
going to play a second gig in
the Olympia, I was more than
happy to hand out a few
hekels for the privilege.
However the gig in the
Olympia was a different ani-
mal altogether and was a tale
of the unexpected. The band
that took the stage on
Wednesday 9th was not the
polished eight piece with
string section that, together
with Dave Friedmann, carved
out the little daisy that is
Rock Action.
This was old school post
rock. Although the band
opened with the first track off
Rock Action, it was followed
by five songs from the 1997
album Young Team. Th!s
may not seem like any b~g
cheese to the average musIc
fan but the majority ofMo~wai songs are over six
minutes long.
On the night there were
only three songs off Rock
Action, which is a major sur-
prise, given the fact that it is
their latest and by far the
most accessible of the bands
albums.
The band went all out on
the guitar front and went
through a set li t that would-
n't be much different from
four years ago. Only one
song from Come on Die
Young, and three from Rock
Action, made this a nostalgic
Mogwai trip down the musi-
cal memory lane.
There were no strings on
stage and the band was all
about guitars.
The sound was initially
poor, and the high end fre-
quencies in the drum samples
at the beginning of the set
were almost painful, but this
improved a the night pro-
gressed, becoming more
intense and exciting with
each song.
One of Mogwai's trade-
marks is they way they slip
from near silence to an all out
wall of noise on a heartbeat,
and this night was no excep-
tion.
Highlights on the night
were the omnipotent Helicon
I, the almost-pop Two
Wrongs make a Right, and
the mammoth 20 minute
encore, My Father, My King,
which is now available on
vinyl.
Mogwai once again sur-
passed themselves in the vol-
ume takes, putting out the
loudest gig I have ever heard,
but at times it was uncon-
trolled and raw.
Whilst this worked spec-
tacularly for the aforemen-
tioned tracks, the rhythm sec-
tion was drowned out by the
lead guitar, which at points
was out of time and out of
tune.
The energy displayed on
stage was nothing short of
olympic and guitarist Stuart
Braithwaite broke all six
strings on his guitar during
one song.
This was not Mogwai at
their finest, but it was one of
the rawest and most intense
live performances you are
likely to see. Even when they
are not at their best they still
leave most bands far behind
on the live stage. If only I
could get the damn ringing to
stop in my ears.
Top Dog for music, videos and games
HMV offers a look student discount*
10 copies of
Alicia Keys new
CD to give away
Just write to the DIT Independent, DITSU, Rathmines, Dublin 6
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There has always beenconcern by moviepundits on the releaseof a sequel to a par-
ticularly good film. Many
people will still never get
over the pain of having to sit
through Cruel Intentions 2,
or even Urban Legends 2.
Of course there are excep-
tions and this month we saw
the release of some of them.
American Pie 2,
the much-awaited sequel
to the much-loved comedy of
a young mans quest for sex
(even with baked goods). It
was rumoured that the cast
were so afraid of falling into
the trap set by previously
badly made movies that they
didn't want to make it but
Universal know a gold mine
when they see it and con-
tracts were signed or
•IEVIEWS
resigned.
The movie picks up where
the last one left, with the
main character Jim (Jason
Biggs) searching for sex and
trying to rid himself of the
bad name gained in the last
movie.
Of course there is a laun-
dry list of embarrassing situ-
ations for young Jim to get
into which, believe it or not,
are hilarious.
The gang of five, Kevin,
Oz, Finch, Jim and of course
the always entertaining
Stiffler, return home after a
year in college and find out
that home is too boring.
They decide to do what
any self respecting college
student does and move to the
beach, painting houses for a
crust. The beach is filled with
gorgeous women and with
the imminent return of adia
(Shannon Elizabeth) things
quickly heat up.
The emotional undertones
are set with Kevin struggling
to "just be friends" with his
ex-girlfriend Vicky, who has
returned with a new jock
boyfriend.
The film is greatly cliched
and at times drips sentimen-
tality but is also great fun.
The return of Michelle
(Alyson Hennigan), the flute
toting band dork, is great
and takes Jim to more three
stooges like encounters. As
sequels go this a good one
and well worth the £3.25 you
will pay as a student in
UGc.
Scary Movie 2
Well, where American Pie
2 was a success. Scary
Movie2 flopped. Here we
have a movie that has regur-
gitated all the gags of the
original movie in the hope of
making money. The draw of
one of the Waynes brothers,
Shorty, is supposed to take
our minds off it but the
movie is so bad that it is
impossible.
What really annoys is that
they attempt to parody one
really good movie, The
Exorcist. While it is fine to
do a skit of a movie like
Scream a la the first Scary
Movie you need to be very
sharp to take off a classic like
The Exorcist and harp they
were not.
In the second movie they
took the mick out of the Nike
ad instead of the Budweiser
ad. And for the latter half of
the film they went after The
Haunting.
Unfortunately I have seen
that too and honestly I
thought it was funnier than
Scary Movie 2.
In the battle of the comedy
sequels American Pie 2
leaves Scary Movie 2 in the
Hollywood dumpster right
next to Robert Downey
Junior. T2
While American Pie 2 was
a good sequel, Terminator 2
is a great sequel and for
Arnie fans he just came back.
James Cameron has re-
released this cia ic on DVD.
digitally re-mastered and
with loads of unseen footage.
I smiled when I first heard
this as I feared it would just
be the same movie with a
clearer picture but oh how
wrong was I. The new
footage includes scenes
where Arnie takes the chip
out of his head so that he can
learn like a human.
There is a new dream
sequence where Linda
Hamilton gets re-visited by
her old boyfriend who helps
her mentally to escape from
the nut house.
Probably the best piece of
extra footage is the scenes
where the T2000 starts mal-
functioning and changing
colour, so that he cannot stay
in chameleon like form for
long.
Of course extra footage is
all well and good, as long as
the original footage is good,
and Terminator 2: Judgment
Day is as good a it gets.
With amazing special effects
designed around the new
T2000 terminator, and time-
less Arnie lines like "I want
your clothes. your boots and
the keys to your motorcycle"
it is a must for any movie
buff and at £22.99 it's a steal.
The Godfather
One argument that has
never truly been settled is
whether the first Godfather
movie is better than the sec-
ond. While I am unable to
solve this great old debate I
am delighted to see them
return to our shelves in yet
another digitally re-mastered
work of art. The box set,
which includes a bonus disk
again containing extra
footage and deleted scenes,
is a must for any household
with DVD capabilities. Al
and the family are guaran-
teed to keep you glued to
your sets for the whole 11
hours, some mean feat
indeed.
The classiest of gangster
movies are re-mastered and
looking better than ever and
at £44.99 for all four disks a
great stocking filler for that
uncle you owe a favour to.
The trailer also appeared on the big screen in the United States
The trailer is silent except for the iron lung of the soon-to-be Darth Vader
Bothans (sorry that's boffins)
it looks increasingly likely
that 'AOTC' will be released
worldwide on the same day in
May of next year. It has
already been confurrned that
Episode IT will open simulta-
neously in the US and
Britain, which presumably
includes Ireland. The last Star
Wars movie was released in
staggered dates across the
world which confused fans as
to when the film would debut
in their respective countrie .
This move would save some
Irish fans a small fortune in
travelling to the US to see the
movie as opposed to waiting
the extra eight weeks, as was
the case with Episode I.
So the countdown to the
latest episode in sci-fi's great-
est story is just seven months
away. In the meantime, the
new trailers should keep
those seduced by the film
force more than excited at
what Attack of the Clones
holds in store.
* Kenobi again, this time
hanging for dear life from a
speeder darting through the
steel clad climes of
Coruscant
* Anakin glancing into the
eyes of Amidala (Natalie
Portman) and in a later shot
planting a kiss on her lips (at
their wedding, perhaps?)
*A first glance of the clone
troopers marching aboard a
Republic De troyer, eerily
reminiscent of the Imperial
Destroyers of Episodes IV, V
and VI and
* A glimpse of the
lightsaber battle between
Anakin and the evil Count
Dooku (Christopher Lee)
All this and so much more
packed into a half-minute of
incredible excitement has left
yours truly beside himself
and counting the days to what
appears to be an earlier than
expected summer release on
this side of the Atlantic.
According to some online
(Samuel L. Jackson) once
more
* The Jedi sidekicks of Obi
Wan (Ewan McGregor) and
Anakin (Hayden
Christensen) with lightsabers
at the ready
* The back pack thrusters
of Jango Fett (Temura
Morrison) called into action
(presumably fleeing from the
blade swinging Obi Wan)
If the first trailer is any-
thing to go by, Lucas and co.
have taken a big step back to
the type of dark brooding
mood of 'The Empire Strikes
Back', the most critically
acclaimed Episode to date.
For such a short trailer, there
is so much to see and get
excited about including:
* A computer generated
Yoda looking scornful and
together with Mace Windu
There's no escaping the growing Star
Wars fever in the DIT Independent edi-
tor's office (he'd love to have one!) as the
Episode II teaser trailer hits the web.
Dermot Keyes gives the lowdown on 30
seconds of manna from George Lucas
the real one - that'll come out
in April," he added.
So what does trailer num-
ber two for 'AOTC' hold in
store? "It's a bigger teaser
trailer," said Lucas. "It's full
in that it's two minutes rather
than 30 seconds. The other
one's got music and sound
effects just like in a normal
trailer, and dialogue - the
whole thing."
Star Wars trailer
hits the web
The most famous sore throat
in cinematic history has made
it return to screens big and
pixellated as the countdown
to Star Wars: Episode 11
Attack of the Clones has well
and truly begun.
The half-minute long teas-
er trailer entitled 'Breathing'
is silent except for the iron
lung of the soon-to-be Darth
Vader, which is guaranteed to
leave lightsaber lovers every-
where breathless and hitting
the replay button on the offi-
cial Star Wars website, where
the trailer debuted earlier this
month.
The trailer also appeared
on the big screen in the
United States ahead of the
highly acclaimed Monsters
Inc. which is the latest offer-
ing from Toy Story creators
Pixar. Star Wars director
George Lucas, who was in
London recently to put
together some of the final
touches to the latest episode
of the six-movie series, con-
firmed that a second trailer
(two minutes long) would be
attached to what looks like
being the biggest film of the
year.
"In about two weeks when
'Harry Potter' comes out
there'll be a bigger trailer," he
told reporters at the premiere
of Samuel L. Jackson's late l
offering 'The 51st State.' "Not
City Sounds
Entertainment
By Fiachra Rocco-Goveny
Dublin is not as cosmopolitan as it would
like to believe. Despite the pretensions it
has to being a city of culture, I do some-
times wonder if we're civilised at all.
One of the biggest offenders in this cate-
gory has got to be the service (or unservice)
industry. Pretending to be French and act-
ing with an air of arrogance does not give
you sophistication or class, and most of the
waiters in Dublin would do well to heed
my advice. Some of us are born with it, and
some of aren't.
The other night ( was going to meet my
VBF Nadia in what considers itself one of
the more high-class eateries in Dublin.
So I get there and firstly, the table is all
wrong. It is in the corner, in what could
only be described as a dungeon-like corner.
I mean, the lighting was all wrong and I
couldn't see a thing. And if you can't see
ten you can't be seen, so honestly what is
the point.
Anyhow, the manager was positively
aggressive and told us that the place was
completely booked out and we couldn't
change tables.
Far be it from me to look down on those
who did not have the gift of education
that I did at private college, but he didn't
even know who I was. I mean don't these
people read the papers?
So anyway, after some very upsetting dis-
cussions, another customer who obviously
recognised me, offered to swop tables, in a
much more central position. I acceded to
this compromise, only to be told that it was
non-smoking.
Well, I had had enough at this stage and
taking actions into my own hands, (lit up a
Marley Light, God knows I needed it.
And if they do not have the good grace
to supply me with an ashtray then they can
just hoover the ash up off the carpet later.
After an eternity we were finally seated.
The waitress, for want of a better word,
offered me a drink and I ordered a Bloody
Mary, not too spicy, with Absolut lemon
and a slice of lime, natch.
Well, it arrived to the table with no cel-
ery. I mean, these things are easy to avail
of. I'm sure M&S do them all sliced and
everything. So, I sent it back and she
looked at me and said "we don't have any
celery" .
At times like these you really do have to
be cruel to be kind, so I dismissed her with
a wave of my hand and remarked that "I
would have an attitude problem if I was
only earning £2 an hour as well".
At this stage I'd had enough and my
appetite had been completely eroded by
incompetence and the time delay, so I just
ordered a salad.
It was instantly forgettable, which is
more than I could say for the awfulness of
the restaurant. I mean, how difficult can it
be to wait tables.
Your just carrying plates, I'm sure you
could teach a monkey to do it.
Anyhow, enough work, the stress is play-
ing hell with my skin. Until next week, au
revoir.
FRG
By Laurence Mackin
THINGS are not as entertain-
ing as they used to be. Every
month I weigh up the odds,
look at the weather, consult
my tarot cards and try and
decide what is worth going to
see and do this month. But it's
getting harder and harder each
month. So instead of going
out to a band that like your
mate hasn't seen but he saw
the cover of the album in his
brothers room and it like
looks really cool, just stop and
have a think about what your
doing.
Don't immediately go run-
ning off to the bar with your
money to burn, don't run up to
the over priced poxy night
club with the huge window at
the front so that they can see
you coming. Just look at
what's around you and appre-
ciate it. Make yourself a nice
meal. Seriously, if you can't
cook then learn. It's really
easy and it always impresses
the girls. Cooking is simply
the application of heat to
food, what could be simpler
than that.
Go and buy a decent cook-
book, something by Nigel
Slater for example. Instead of
getting messy drunk and try-
ing to push a crane into the
Liffey, go out for dinner, and
have a nice bottle of wine and
some really nice food. It will
probably cost you less money
to go to a really nice restau-
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rant and have a bottle or two
of wine, then it will to get
drunk in a city bar. And
always bring a friend. Trust
me, you will be entertained.
And if food is not your
thing, then call around to a
mates house and ju t chill out.
Better still, get all your mates
into the one house. Not only
will you save money, but you
will have a better time. I mean
it.
That is not to say that
everything is rubbish, because
it's not. There are some gen-
uinely entertaining events and
shows out there, but they are a
dying breed. Take monkeys,
for example. Monkeys are
without doubt one of the most
entertaining creatures it has
ever been my pleasure to wit-
ness. Monkeys make me
laugh, hell, they make every-
one laugh. Monkeys in people
clothes, are even more hilari-
ous.
And as for monkeys, in
peoples clothes playing musi-
cal instruments, well that's
just the piece de resistance.
Now before all you animal
activists start sending me hate
mail, or thinking about send-
ing me hate mail, but you
can't because you haven't the
time because you absolutely
must meet Sorcha in some
superpub, but should you ring
a taxi or drive Daddy's
Beemer, oh the decisions are
endless, before all of that, just
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think about it for one small
second. Monkeys. In people's
clothes. Playing musical
instruments. Hilarious.
All of which bring me to a
point of orts, which is the
Super Furry Animals and
they're weekend of fun. This
is a brilliant idea and should
be supported and encouraged.
The IFC is showing the DVD
version of Rings Around the
World, which is followed by
an acoustic gig by the Fuzzy
ones in Whelans, which is fol-
lowed by a full gig in the
Ambassador, which is then
followed by a DJ set upstairs
in No. 4 Dame Lane. Those of
you lucky enough to get the
all-encompassing ticket
which gives you access to all
of the events are in for a real
treat, and all for only £30.
This kind of event is too rare
in Dublin. There are some
really excellent and different
events on in the city, (the
Boxhead Ensemble screening
and concert in the this years
Doclands festival springs to
mind), and its important to
support them. £30 for four
separate gigs or £22.50 for
one night in any of the cities
venues? There is no contest
really.
And if any promoters are
reading this then, please for
the love of the entertainment
gods, bring back the monkeys.
Now that's entertainment.
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Sports clubs ne\NS
Sport
Whistle
Blowers
DIT GAA FOOTBALL CLUB
The team is up and running for the new sea-
son and training regularly. The seniors have
played one challenge match, losing to
Maynooth 4 points. However morale in the
team is good and the players are looking for-
ward to competing in the Sigerson Cup after
Christmas. For information on the team con-
tact Des O'Donnell at 0872245508.
DIT GAA HURLING CLUB
A mixed month for the hurling club, as their
good work in getting to the fmal of the under-
21 Cup was undone by a disappointing perfor-
mance. After defeating Lucas Sarsfields by 2
points in a close semi-fmal on Saturday 27th
October, they met UCD in the final at O'Toole
Park a week later. However the team was
unfortunately well beaten by 2-18 to 0-3 by the
more experienced Belfield side. Nevertheless
the side remain in great spirit and are eagerly
anticipating forthcoming matches in the
Fitzgibbon Cup and Higher Education College
League.
DIT LADIES GAA FOOTBALL
Like the men the ladies are looking forward
to the start of the new season and are training
every Tuesday night in Belvedere Gym. With a
regular turnout of 15-20, hopes are high while
all new players are welcome. The team is due
to play in the 7 a-side blitz in Galway on the
weekend beginning the 10th November and is
also scheduled to compete in the Harney Cup.
The league season begins on the 8th November
and the forthcoming fixtures are:
Thursday 15th November: home V Carlow
IT
Thursday 22nd November: away V
Inchicore
Thursday 29th November: home V Athlone
IT
DIT KARTING CLUB
Preparations for the new season are under-
way and the club is currently organising future
competitions. Two days of karting have taken
place with each DIT centre and some promis-
ing new drivers have been discovered.
Training has gone well and the team is confi-
dent of retaining their All-Ireland title. The
DIT Championship is due to take place in the
next few weeks although no date has been set.
Meanwhile the club would like to thank Bob
Coggins for his tremendous work on behalf its
members.
DITSOCCER
The Mountjoy Square men's first team
played two fixtures in the Colleges Football
Association of Ireland league this month. After
a bad 5-0 defeat to Sligo IT on Wednesday 31st
October they redeemed themselves with an
impressive 1-1 draw against the National
College of Ireland last Wednesday. The second
team meanwhile started their season well,
defeating Griffith College 2-1.
There is no good news from the Aungier
Street team for October as they were defeated
twice. In the first game they were heavily beat-
en away to Carlow IT by 7 goals to 2. In a
tighter game at home to the Garda Training
College they eventually lost 3-2. Their final
match against Tallaght IT was scheduled for
Wednesday 7th November but the result was
unknown at the time of going to press. The
Aungier Street Indoor Soccer Tournament is
also due to begin on Monday 19th November.
All matches will take place at YMCA Aungier
Street.
Meanwhile trials for the Colleges Football
Association of Ireland (CFAI) Representatives
team are scheduled for December 12th at VEC
Terenure. The side's manager is DIT Bolton
Street's sports officer Mickey Whelan and DIT
students are encouraged to try out for the a
prestigious place on the team. The CFAI side
plays annual fixtures against AIB, the Army
and the Universities team.
The DIT club is affiliated to the Wadu-
Ryu Karate-Do Academy of Ireland,
For the first time in four years there is now a
ladies' DIT team. Their debut game is against
St. Pat's on the 22nd November while training
takes place every Monday from 6:30 to 7:30 at
the Belvedere astro-turf pitch. All new players
are welcome.
DITHOCKEY
A great month for the Aungier Street Hockey
team as they qualified for the second round of
the Irish Colleges Hockey Association Mixed
Hockey League. They defeated Inchicore 2-0
and followed this up with a 0-0 draw against
Carlow. The month was completed with a
resounding 9-0 win over Maynooth in which
Lynne Bennett starred. Special mention also
must go to new goalkeeper Jordan Megan who
has yet to concede a goal in competitive
games. The club, which now has 32 members,
also played a challenge match against Kevin
Street which ended in a 3-3 draw.
Mountjoy Square meanwhile have been
enjoying an equally good time. In the same
competition, they were drawn against Cathal
Brugha Street. The match, which took place at
the Iveagh Grounds in Crumlin, ended in a
comfortable 3-0 win for side. This was fol-
lowed up by a comprehensive victory over
Athlone IT and the Mountjoy team are now
scheduled to play Sligo IT and Tallaght IT in
the second round. These matches will take
place on Thursday 15th November at the same
venue. Cathal Brugha Street were unfortunate-
ly knocked out of the competition as they
could only manage a draw against Athlone.
Meanwhile on the 5th December the Irish
Colleges Hockey Association men's and ladies'
representative teams are due to play the
Universities' sides at the Iveagh Grounds. The
team should contain a good number of DIT
students.
DITRUGBY
The Rugby Club kick off their season on
Wednesday 14th November in the Irish
Colleges Rugby Union league with a home
game against Portobello. Plenty of action to be
seen this season with the senior, fresher and
inter-DIT teams all taking to the field of play.
For further details contact Niarnh Q'Callaghan
For a weekly round up of sports results
or an update on the weeks sporting activi-
ties visit the sports web site at
http://www.dit.ieJadminlsport. Also keep
an eye out for the new OIT Sports Brochure
which will be distributed to all OIT colleges
in the next few weeks.
Thanks to Herbie McClelland, Caragh
O'Buachalla and Niamh O'Callaghan for
their help with this month's sectio~
(Sports Officer) on 087- 2985849.
DIT BADMINTON
The team played their first league fixture in
the Dublin Badminton Leagues against
Dundrum badminton club in early November
and will also compete in the colleges' bad-
minton leagues this year. The club is always
looking for new members so students can feel
free to attend anyone of the training times list-
ed below:
Monday 12:30 to 2pm in Y.M.C.A., Aungier
Street
Tuesday 7 to 9pm in Belvedere College
Gymnasium
Wednesday 9 to lOpm in Belvedere College
DIT ATHLETICS
The first outing of the season is the
Maynooth Road Relays and is due to take
place on Saturday 17th November. Any poten-
tial runners for this or any other future events
can contact Herbie McClelland at
0872245507.
DIT BASKETBALL
Both the men's and women's A and B Teams
are competing in the Irish Colleges and Irish
Student Sports Association Leagues and the
Dublin Basketball Leagues respectively. If you
don't feel up to playing basketball competitive-
ly there is a recreational hour allocated every
Tuesday evening from 5:45 to 7pm in Kevin
Street Sports Hall.
DIT Wadu-Ryu Karate
A team of DIT students competed in the All-
Ireland Cup at DCU in October. They per-
formed well, finishing in second place. The
team was trained by Tyrone Perdue, who him-
self won the individual tournament.
Wadu-Ryu is a traditional Japanese Martial
Art. Its roots are in Kendo, Ju-Jitsu and Karate.
The DIT club is affiliated to the Wadu-Ryu
Karate-Do Academy of Ireland, whose
President and Chief Instructor Y. Iwasaki
Sensei 6th Dan, is the only Japanese instructor
resident in Ireland.
No charge is levied on students for normal
training undertaken within the college, howev-
er to grade students must attend a once a
month training course under the Wado
Academy of Ireland.
Students wishing to participate may attend
their first class in tracksuit bottoms and tee
shirt. However it is necessary to purchase a
proper karate suit for attendance at any subse-
quent class.
Classes take place at the sports hall in DIT
Bolton Street. Michael Q'Callaghan and Colm
Geraghty, both members of DIT staff, are
involved in the club and can be contacted at
Bolton Street in rooms 391 and 201 respec-
tively.
YOGA
Classes will now take place every
Wednesday from 1 to 2pm in DIT Cathal
Brugha Street Room MI04. Keep an eye on
the Sports Noticeboards, as a new yoga class
will commence soon in DIT Mountjoy Square.
AQUA AEROBICS
Students can go along for sessions on
Thursdays from 6:30 to 7:30pm in DIT Kevin
Street Swimming Pool. A novel and enjoyable
way to maintain a good level of fitness.
OLYMPIC HANDBALL
One of Ireland's fastest growing sport i
Olympic Handball and any tudent wishing to
get involved with can go along on either
Monday nights from 7:45 to 9:45pm in Larkin
College or Wednesday from 5 to 7pm in
Belvedere College.
I sexyI bevAs
has arrhred
THE BBC has lost much of its lustrous
sporting coverage in recent years but
has somehow managed to retain sever-
al sports that very few could be both-
ered watching.
Amongst its 'what's on the other
channel' inducing ilk is the near leg-
endary indoor bowls, whose spectators
would have traditionally filled the
masses of a 'Uve at Three' audience in
the halcyon days of daytime TV at
Montrose.
But the recent BUPA International
Open has emonstrated moves made by
its >governing body to attract a new
host of fan to the only sport slower
than snail sprinting.
In an attempt to entice new follow-
ers, preferably still in the throes of
active life as opposed to the plethora
of Victor Meldrew types who inhabit
its dozy arenas, bowling has gone
'sexy.' Gone is the traditional green
carpet, as revered as the black tarmac
that lines Monza or the lush green
blades that populate Croke Park. In
comes a deep blue carpet, almost elec-
tric in its hew and guaranteed to keep
some more of its war-veteran riddled
audience awake a little longer. Gone is
the white jack, the target that players
have tracked down with their big balls
(bowls that Is) since time began. In
comes a canary yellow number, more
resonant of bingo in the parish hall
than the game that so many have
loved and so many more have not.
Gone is the traditional, predominant-
ly black bowls ball that has provided so
many premature deaths in the terraces.
In its place, big bright red and green
balls, just the ticket for the colour
blind bowls enthusiast. But most signif-
icantly of all, the players have been
Jean Paul Gautiered and now take to
the arena adorned in colours only pre-
Viously discovered during drug laced
hazes or one day cricket matches. For
example, the crowd at Blackpool's
Norbeck Castle, where the Open was
staged, have been treated to a verita-
ble pyjama party. England's Dave
GoUrIay wore hot red shirt with white
arms and red shell suit pants in his tie
against Canada's Christie Grahame,
who took to the action In a blue and
white number with gold trimming.
Knitting patterns around the world
may be in for a rude changing of the
guard as the wooUe cap has been con-
signed to the dustbin of indoor bowls
past.
William Shakespeare coined the
phrase "the rub of the green" after
viewing a game of bowls, a sport
changed, changed utterly as WB Yeats
once wrote.
What would the Bard make of this
change, which is being treated as a
sacrilegious act amongst the game's
traditionalists. The green will no
longer be green, players will play in
one direction only and sets are now
played in a best of two scenario,
designed to increase drama following
the introduction of the tennis-inspired
tie-break. If only the GM would be so
bold and change its roots to allow
footballers to pick the ball from the
ground since the toe lift is all but
redundant. If only the same engine
maker powered all Formula One cars
so we would really know who's the
greatest and if only Man United could
keep a clean sheet, what a wonderful
life it would be. Rock on bowls, there's
life in the old dog yet!
Dermot Keyes
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By Bernadette Commins
OH yeah baby! I is speakin'
the truth! The DIT Caving
Club has been revived. Its'
limp, frail shell has been
filled with lively young bod-
ies who break out in a cold
sweat at the mention of get-
ting deep down and dirty!!!!
Mmm deep down! Mmm
dirty!
On the 19th of October
last, the club embarked on its
first weekend trip of the year
to Doolin, Co. Clare, to do
some quality caving, have
some fun and sample the
local pub culture at the same
time (all of which were done
to perfection!). We were for-
tunate to have been invited to
travel down on the bus with
University College Dublin
Caving and Potholing Club
(UCDCPC), and stay in the
house with them also, which
was mighty craic! Thanks
UCDCPC! We love you!
We left UCD that Friday
evening to begin the tortur-
ous six-hour bus journey to
our destination. If you can
survive that, you are guaran-
teed that trudging through a
cave for three hours will be a
piece of cake!
We made our usual 'tasty
and tempting' food stop in
Ballinasloe on the way, the
visit to the off-license was to
ensure that the rest of the
journey would be less
painful and we eventually
reached Doolin near mid-
night.
There was a respectable
rush to grab a bed for the
night, the unlucky ones were
pushed onto the floor, point-
ed at and laughed at respec-
tively! .
Saturday arrived abruptly,
when we were all told to get
our "asses out of bed" at
8am. But it didn't matter,
because two hours later we
were on the way to the
underground, to the world
beneath our feet.
Thankfully, Mr. Rain
decided to stay away, so
there was nothing left to
worry about except getting to
the cave, getting in and then
getting back out safely.
Getting to our cave, Poll
Dubh, was a chalIenge to ay
the least. It was fun wrestling
with the ground in an attempt
to keep our wellies on our
feet and trying to defy gravi-
ty and stay vertical was lots
of fun too!!!
Once we got into the cave,
we were fine. It was a
remarkable cave, which
required a bit of crawling,
climbing, and crouching, but
it was visually striking, with
lots of formations adorning
the ceiling, sides and floor of
the cave. The other group
went into Poll na Grai, and
from the feedback we got
from the novices, they really
enjoyed it.
The appeared to have been
quite impressed with the
whole 'cave thing'.
They enjoyed having the
opportunity to see the beauti-
ful formations that exist
down there, like the stalac-
tites, stalagmites, helictites,
and curtains. They also liked
the feel of the cold, wet mud
on their bodies (so they said
anyway!).
After returning to the
house for lunch, we had the
opportunity to go caving
again, and all DIT cavers
The DIT caving Club has been revived. Its' limp, frail shell has been filled with lively young bodies who break out
in a cold swat at the mention of getting deep down and dirtyl
were more than willing to do by cavers, and halfway I was so tired after returning weekend was a success and
it. This was a good sign, through we knew why that from Cullaun 2, I forgot to hopefully the first of many.
they'd been bitten and had was. It was very physical, ask them what they thought. There are a lot of people who
caught the bug (fol.lowed by due to the extremely narrow, The remainder of the night helped a lot to get the flTSt
exaggerated eeeevd .laugh? low and long passages, one was spent washing ourselves, trip off the ground and you
~ cave on the hst thIS of those aptly called 'Year eating and of course drink- all know who you are, so
time around were Cullaun 2 Passage'. . "Mmm beer'" ~ defi- thanks! If you would like tod P 11 11 I h 1Og..... ne I
an 0 nago um. ave This didn't dispirit us nitelyachieved 'm W. go away on a weekend like
never heard so much an'nt-. .. our at s. e .
• • • • t'>" - though, It only made the tnp made It to Clare, we spent a this, then why not send us a
109,. moanmg, wh.1Dmg and more challenging and excit- whole day underground.wemail to
pantmg as !beard m C:ullaun ing. The Pollnagollum group had lots of fun on Saturday diccavin8-club@yahoogrou
2 that evenmg. We decIded to again thoroughly enjoyed night and we made it back ps.com. to find out informa-
take a route not often taken themselves, but to be honest. safely on Sunday!! The tion on our November trip.
• Calling all sportsfans!
our pages as infonnative for the
remainder of the year.
So if you would like to:
* travel with a team on a day trip
• compile a match report
• take photos of the big action
• offer your own views on DIT sport
* write about the sport you love,
we would love to hear from you.
Our sports department is the smallest
within the newspaper and we need as
much help as we can get. If we as staff
and you as the sports loving DIT pub-
lic can work together, then we can
make a great success of our sports
pages. We would also like to establish
a results service each month to chart
the progress of all our teams and indi-
viduals and to achieve this we need
your help. So let's get the ball (or sliOo
tar) roUing and make the December
issue a bright new start for sports cov-
erage in the DIT Independent.
Yours in sport, Dermot Keyes and
Miguel Delaney.
matdI reaction from the .........1'$
and ... to the "1J89
Before the only yoo coaId ever see a major
sporting event was to actnaIIy go to it. Bot DOW
television offers the sports fan a lot more and
sport Itself realises this.
How many large screeDS are there ID footbell
stadinms around the world dlat relay pis and
cbances to the spectators? And what about
Formula I? People ..y 01
for a
time keeping tabs on events on • giaIft
And what thanks do spectators get? Golna to a
snooker or a tennis matcb is Uke takilll part iD an
endurance test.
You bave to sft cloWn for boars and risk scorn
from the refe and players it OD so IDUCb as
bat an eyeUd. In golf you trundle op and down
fairways, foUowing you favourite er, docIging
stray shots only to have a caddie e a In
your fac:e teIIina you in a nice to shut beD
up.
But people to tile
spectators. Ob look ErIc CaDtona, aDd bes just
watched the latest Jadde CIum movie.
Im watc.....
Woods try
By BrIan HeaIy
A true f. wID always ten you that to
reaDy appreciate a spor1IDa event yoo Iun'e to be
there ID the IIesb, to see tile sigItts, to hear the
sounds and to smell the smeDs.
We have all beard the stories of the leogth pe0-
ple went to go to the World Cop to see Ireland
play, some goIDl so far as re-1IlOI1gIIgI111 their
bouIes. Ne doubt the same type of loyalty is evi-
dent In most sports.
But what is so good a beiIII a spedator1
Look at what a spectator to endure.
He or she has to fork out for the tickets, travel
mUes to get a parkilll spot thats 10 a Mer-
eot time-7.iOIIe to actual event, put op with all
types of eather; when It c:ant get any
worse an abnormally taB man pts in the way
anytime something e dtina happens.
Meanwhile Im sittilll at home, my can of
beer and my 12- inch Hawaiian pizza, watddng it
• WbIIe the true fans
Dice to get a glimp&e of adIoD, Im
angles with my remote.
replay of Henrys goal, of
putt. Im watddDg post-
Reports on sports events needed - contact the
OIT Independent through your students union

